"Your degree acknowledges that you are—and forever will be—a part of the amazing Spartan network that spans the globe. You are part of this university—our annals—and, I hope, MSU is in your heart forever. You have before you the opportunity to extend your positive influence into the wider world for years to come."

Lou Anna K. Simon Ph.D.
President
Michigan State University

Photo above: an MSU entrance marker of brick and limestone, displaying our proud history as the nation's pioneer land-grant university. On this—and other markers—a band of alternating samara and acorns derived from maple and oak trees commonly found on campus. This pattern is repeated on the University Mace (see page 10).

Inside Cover: Pattern of alternating samara and acorns.

Michigan State University photos provided by Communications and Brand Strategy.
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MISSION STATEMENT

Michigan State University, a member of the Association of American Universities and one of the top 100 research universities in the world, was founded in 1855. We are an inclusive, academic community known for our tradition­ally strong academic disciplines and professional programs, and our liberal arts foundation. Our cross- and interdisciplinary enterprises connect the sciences, humanities, and professions in practical, sustainable, and innovative ways to address society's rapidly changing needs.

As a public, research-intensive, land-grant university funded in part by the state of Michigan, our mission is to advance knowledge and transform lives by:

• providing outstanding undergraduate, graduate, and professional education to promising, qualified students in order to prepare them to contribute fully to society as globally engaged citizen leaders
• conducting research of the highest caliber that seeks to answer questions and create solutions to expand human understanding and make a positive difference, both locally and globally
• advancing outreach, engagement, and economic development activities that are innovative, research-driven, and lead to a better quality of life for individuals and communities, at home and around the world.

The Mission Statement was approved by the Board of Trustees on April 18, 2008.
DEAR GRADUATES AND FAMILIES:

Graduation is an important milestone. At commencement ceremonies, we celebrate our graduates and their accomplishments at Michigan State University, and we acknowledge the encouragement and support that family and other significant individuals have provided them. Reaching this milestone marks the completion of a degree program and the beginning of the next chapter in each student’s life.

Graduates become part of a tradition that spans more than 150 years. As a person with a long-standing connection to Michigan State, I have had many opportunities to interact with alumni, students, faculty, and staff who, on a daily basis, are advancing knowledge and transforming lives. Although much has changed along the banks of the Red Cedar River since I first enrolled in 1970, the core values of the University remain—quality, inclusiveness, and connectivity.

MSU leads as a “community-engaged university.” Our faculty and students are involved in outreach and forge partnerships to serve the public good. Through research, education, and practice, we make the world and our campus better places. To be a Spartan is to be a part of something big. There are more than 500,000 Spartans at work on every continent, rising to every challenge imaginable. Every day, we make the world more sustainable, healthy, safe, and beautiful, proving again and again that “Spartans Will.”

Our graduates go forth as caring global citizens, and although we bid you farewell I ask you to recall what our legendary President John A. Hannah confirmed. A special bond is forged with our graduates.

Until the moment degrees are conferred and diplomas presented, a university and its students are in a temporary relationship. Either can disclaim the other at any time before that final moment. But when commencement is concluded, Michigan State University places its stamp of approval upon you. You become part of this University...forever. Forever starts now. May you have a very bright future and come home often.

Sincerely,

Lou Anna Kimsey Simon Ph.D.
President

From the President May 2013

CONGRATULATORY LETTER

DEAR GRADUATES AND FAMILIES:

Congratulations to our graduates and your families! As President Simon encourages you to come home often, so do I. As you may or may not know, I earned my degrees at Michigan State University. This education has served me well. It gives me great pleasure to be here at a time when Michigan State University continues to create new opportunities at home, in the state of Michigan, and around the world. With our students and faculty, we are achieving new levels of excellence even as we face many new challenges. Our students are enthusiastic in taking advantage of the opportunities to study and to expand their views, and to grow as individuals and global citizens.

As a student of Michigan State University you are a member of a vibrant community united by the common interest we share as scholars. I hope that even after earning your degree, you will always remain members of this community—that is, be hungry to learn, to seek new knowledge, and to share and apply that knowledge for the betterment of others and to contribute to a more sustainable planet for the generations of Spartans who follow you.

Sincerely,

June Pierce Youatt Ph.D.
Acting Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

From the Acting Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs May 2013

CONGRATULATORY LETTER

DEAR GRADUATES AND FAMILIES:

Congratulations to our graduates and your families! As President Simon encourages you to come home often, so do I. As you may or may not know, I earned my degrees at Michigan State University. This education has served me well. It gives me great pleasure to be here at a time when Michigan State University continues to create new opportunities at home, in the state of Michigan, and around the world. With our students and faculty, we are achieving new levels of excellence even as we face many new challenges. Our students are enthusiastic in taking advantage of the opportunities to study and to expand their views, and to grow as individuals and global citizens.

As a student of Michigan State University you are a member of a vibrant community united by the common interest we share as scholars. I hope that even after earning your degree, you will always remain members of this community—that is, be hungry to learn, to seek new knowledge, and to share and apply that knowledge for the betterment of others and to contribute to a more sustainable planet for the generations of Spartans who follow you.

Sincerely,

June Pierce Youatt Ph.D.
Acting Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Michigan State University, founded in 1855, is a leader in realizing the ideal of democratizing education and knowledge. Officially named the Agricultural College of the State of Michigan, it became the model for all land-grant institutions established by the Morrill Act, passed by Congress in 1862. The research and knowledge developed at land-grant institutions provides practical solutions that make a difference in the lives of individuals and in communities. Now, as a major public research university with global reach, Michigan State University continues this tradition with its commitment to advancing knowledge and transforming lives across the state, the region, and around the world.

From its beginnings on the site where Beaumont Tower now stands, the East Lansing campus has grown from 677 to 5,200 acres, and from three to 561 buildings. Today, 17,500 acres are used throughout Michigan for agricultural, animal, and forestry research.

MSU has more than 47,000 students from all 83 counties in Michigan, all 50 states, and 130 other countries. More than one-half million Spartan alumni live around the globe. Since its agricultural beginnings, MSU has grown to 17 degree-granting colleges offering more than 200 programs of study, including graduate and undergraduate professional education. The Honors College attracts academically talented scholars and enables these students to pursue individualized, enriched programs of study. MSU has produced more Rhodes Scholars in the past 25 years than any other Big Ten school.

Research and other grants total nearly $500 million a year. The top federal funding agencies include the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Other externally funded research programs include the MSU—U.S. Department of Energy Plant Research Laboratory, the Center for Advanced Study of International Development, and the Center for International Business Education and Research. The National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory is the premier rare isotope research facility in the nation. In December 2008, the U.S. Department of Energy selected MSU to design and establish the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB). The proposed $680 million facility will bring together an international community of leading scientists. Their work will help unlock the mysteries of the universe and promote breakthrough applications for medicine, national security, and the environment.

MSU Extension reaches into all 83 counties in Michigan to provide practical, university-based knowledge. The AgBioResearch (formerly Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station) encompasses the research of nearly 400 scientists in six colleges and a network of 14 field research stations in the state. Their work ranges from agricultural production, alternative energy and biofuel production, food safety and environmental stewardship to childhood obesity, community development, and the quality of life of Michigan youth and families.

University Outreach and Engagement connects faculty with external audiences and constituencies to address community issues through research and collaboration. MSU Global extends academic and professional degrees and certificate programs to off-campus learners.

MSU is a national leader in study abroad among U.S. public universities with more than 270 programs on all continents in more than 60 countries. Nearly 3,000 MSU students participate in study abroad each year.

Michigan State University is a member of the Association of Universities, the Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities, the American Council on Education, the American Council of Learned Societies, the International Association of Universities, the Association of Graduate Schools, the Council of Graduate Schools, and the Committee on Institutional Cooperation.

The Honors College, MSU's highest academic distinction, emphasizes individualized, enriched programs of study. MSU offers more than 100 Honors programs, including 17 degree-granting colleges offering more than 250 Honors majors.

MSU's commitment to internationalization fosters global engagement, exchange, and collaboration. MSU Global is the university's umbrella for internationalization efforts, including the Office of Study Abroad, the Office of Global Engagement and Exchange, the Center for Study Abroad, and the Center for International Business Education and Research.

MSU is a national leader in study abroad among U.S. public universities with more than 270 programs on all continents in more than 60 countries. Nearly 3,000 MSU students participate in study abroad each year.

Michigan State University is a member of the Association of Universities, the Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities, the American Council on Education, the American Council of Learned Societies, the International Association of Universities, the Association of Graduate Schools, the Council of Graduate Schools, and the Committee on Institutional Cooperation.

*The lyrics of Alma Mater were written by Bernard Traynor (MSC Athletic Department, 1925-1927). The melody is based on Donizetti's Lucia di Lammermoor. It was not until March 30, 1946, after a vote by the students, that the popular song on campus known as the MSU Shudder was finally adopted as the official Alma Mater.

**Lyrics by Frances Irvin Hart (MSC Engineering, 1950).
The mace's crown is trimmed with a maple samara and acorn pattern carved from walnut, a pattern drawn from the "Michigan State College" limestone relief at the Abbot Road and other campus entrances. An image of Beaumont Tower lies in the crown's oak center. Below the crown is the cylindrical shaft, whose alternating, horizontal oak and walnut bands descend to a brass tip. Its oak is purported to be "Beaumont oak," that is, from one of the original saplings surrounding College Hall. Its walnut is from a tree removed to clear land for the Wharton Center for Performing Arts in 1982.

In its soaring verticality, Beaumont Tower continues to inspire the MSU community and is an appropriate symbol for the MSU mace. As President Robert S. Shier (1938-1945) stated at the tower's dedication, it has served as "a unifying factor" to remind us, even through our individual activities, of the overall mission of Michigan State University to inspire us by "opening to many of the better things in us" and to encourage us to "live up to higher standards, scholastically, socially, morally, and spiritually in all of our affairs."

In 1905, the Intercollegiate Commission, a group of leading American educators, introduced an academic costume code which by design of gowns and hoods would indicate the various degrees, and which by colors would identify the various faculties.

Three types of gowns are indicated by the code. Those worn by the bachelors are long, pointed sleeves. Those worn by masters have long, closed sleeves with the arc of a circle near the bottom. Doctoral gowns are faced with velvet. The sleeves are full, round, and open with three bars of velvet on each sleeve. The velvet facing of the bars on the sleeves may be black or the same color as the binding of the hood.

Hoods are made of material identical with the gown and are lined in the official academic color of the institution conferring the degree (e.g., green and white for MSU). If the institution has more than one color, the college is used to introduce the second color. Colored velvet or velveteen binds the hoods and indicates the department of faculty to which the degree pertains.

The color of the coat of the hood is distinctive of the subject to which the degree pertains. For example, the trimming for the degree of Master of Science in Agriculture should be maize, representing agriculture, rather than golden yellow, representing science. Generally, the code for the velvet of the hood is the same as listed for tassels.

At Michigan State University, it is customary to identify the candidates graduating from the different areas of study by tassels of the official color as established by the Intercollegiate Code. Candidates graduating from the Honors College wear a white stole with the initials "HC." Candidates graduating "With Honor" or "With High Honor" wear a gold braid.
HONORARY DEGREES

TIMOTHY BUSFIELD
You are an Emmy Award-winning actor, originally from East Lansing, Michigan. Your father taught theater at Michigan State University and your mother served as director of the MSU Press. You were senior class president and a varsity athlete at East Lansing High School. Your involvement in sports led you to begin working at age 15 by selling programs at Michigan State University athletic events, and you continued this employment through high school.

Eli Broad and his wife, Edythe, with a total gift of $28 million, have made contemporary art

globe. The Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum officially opened November 10, 2012. The museum is designed by Pritzker Prize-winning architect Zaha Hadid. For information about the facility, exhibitions and programs, please visit www.broadmuseum.msu.edu.

Timothy Busfield graduated from Michigan State University in 1978. He has taught theater at many American universities including Harvard, the University of Michigan, Williams College, Northwestern, and Princeton, where you were a George Perkins Fellow.

For your significant contributions to American culture and creative consciousness, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Fine Arts from Michigan State University.

RICHARD FORD
You are a highly esteemed novelist and short story writer, having won the Pulitzer Prize for Fiction and the PEN/Faulkner Award for your novel Independence Day, the second novel in the "Frank Bascombe" trilogy that began with The Sportswriter and ended with The Lay of the Land.

You are also recognized for your short fiction, having won the Rea Award for the Short Story and the PEN/Malamud Award for excellence in short fiction.

In addition to your original works, you have served as editor for several well-regarded anthologies, including The Best American Short Stories, The Essential Tales of Chekhov, The Best American Sportswriting, The Granta Book of the American Short Story, The New Granta Book of the American Short Story, and The Granta Book of the American Long Story. You received the American Academy of Arts and Letters Award in Literature and, subsequently, you were elected to the academy.

Michigan State University is proud to claim you as an alumnus. You and your wife met here, and you taught junior high school in Flint, Michigan. You received your Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing from the University of California at Irvine and have subsequently taught at many American universities including Harvard, the University of Michigan, Williams College, Northwestern, and Princeton, where you were a George Perkins Fellow.

For your significant contributions to American culture and creative consciousness, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Fine Arts from Michigan State University.
HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS

BRIAN HARVEY
You are a renowned scholar, scientist, and international research leader. Your accomplishments as a professor of molecular medicine and research director for the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland have earned you significant recognition throughout Europe, including your election to the European Academy of Sciences and Humanities and the Royal Irish Academy, and your being awarded the Chevalier de l'Ordre National du Mérite by the president of France.

As a trained physiologist with a primary degree in physics and physiology and a Ph.D. in physiology and biophysics from the National University of Ireland, you have focused on molecular and cellular endocrinology. Including the physiology of rapid responses to steroid hormones, and particularly, the female-specific effects of estrogen in epithelial tissues of the lung, kidney, and intestine. Another major area of your research concerns the rapid actions in the kidneys of the blood-pressure-regulating hormone aldosterone.

Your tireless work and passion for the Daughters of Charity Technology and Research into Intellectual Disabilities (DOCTRID) program, seeking technological solutions for those with intellectual disabilities and autism, resonates with those who share Michigan State University's commitment to solve humanity's most challenging problems. In your role as director of research for DOCTRID, you have brought together ten Irish universities and MSU to collectively address, through interdisciplinary research, some of the barriers to greater use of assistive technologies by people with disabilities.

For your tireless dedication to improving the lives of those among us who may not have a voice to tell us their needs, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Science from Michigan State University.

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

- Leads the nation in study abroad participation among public universities for seventh consecutive year, according to the Institute of International Education
- One of the nation's top five campuses for sustainability, according to the National Wildlife Federation's Campus Environment Report Card
- Among the largest single-campus residence hall systems in the country with undergraduate halls, graduate hall, and apartment villages
- MSU's residential college, study abroad, and service-learning programs are recognized as "outstanding programs" designed to foster student success in U.S. News and World Report 2012 edition of America's Best Colleges

Photo above: Sparty standing proud while spring blossoms.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
HONORS
The University acknowledges candidates for the bachelor's degree who will graduate as Academic Scholars (A), from the Honors College (H), With Honor (*), or With High Honor (**). Academic Scholars completed a two-year honors program including at least four honors-caliber courses. Honors College graduates are academically talented students who have participated in rigorous, highly individualized programs of study, including at least eight honors-caliber courses.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES AWARDS
Laura M. Bridges
Meghan D. Clark
Emily G. Finnan
Thomas C. Gartner
Zachary T. Gaudette
Justin A. Gwizdala
Mark E. Holzhauer
Jordan J. Hughes
Chelsea A. M. Kneip
Kasey S. Kovack
Andrew W. League
Lauren E. Manston
Thomas A. McAleavey
Erin K. O'Connor
Ryan J. One
Nathaniel R. Passman
Amber N. Peraudi
Allegra W. Smith
Ariel A. Vida
Brandon M. Waterloo
Rebecca S. Zantjer
Casandra L. Zent
Yang Zhang

Graduation Honors: the current minimum grade point average for seniors graduating With Honor is 3.71 and those graduating With High Honor is 3.90 (which is approximately 20 percent of graduating seniors who have earned the highest grade point average). Recognition of graduation honors in the commencement program is based on the grade point average of all work at MSU completed prior to the opening of the semester of graduation. To be eligible for graduation honors, transfer students must earn a minimum of 50 semester credits at MSU.

MAJOR NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP AWARDS
Boren Scholarship
Reid D. Holzbauer
Fulbright Scholarship
Allison R. Szatkiewicz
Goldwater Scholarship
Amy L. Pochodylo

LOUIS SUDLER PRIZE IN THE ARTS
David M. Clauson
Taylor B. Herron

Honors associated with a degree candidate's name are based on the individual's cumulative grade point average through Fall 2012 and do not reflect Spring 2013 semester grades.

College of Agriculture and Natural Resources
Fred L. Poston, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
ORDER OF CEREMONIES
Processional
The MSU Symphony Band
David T. Thornton, Conductor

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 9)
Composed by Samuel A. Ward and arranged by John T. Madden
Led by Adrian A. V. Sanchez, Senior, College of Music
The MSU Symphony Band and Audience

Recognition of Outstanding Achievements
Kathy Millard, Associate Dean and Director
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Excellence in Teaching Award
Excellence in Teaching—Established Teacher
Janice Siegfried

Student Remarks
Lauren Tuski, Horticulture

Presentation of Graduates

Confering of Degrees
Fred L. Poston, Dean
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 9)
The MSU Symphony Band, Mr. Sanchez, and Audience

Recessional
The MSU Symphony Band
David T. Thornton, Conductor

The College of Agriculture and Natural Resources commencement ceremony for Crop and Soil Sciences students earning baccalaureate degrees in China is on May 18 in Beijing. We congratulate these students and their families and our MSU faculty.

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Fred L. Poston, Dean

Agriculture Management
David E. Allen
Eric Jeffery Cooper
Abbie Blake Duncan
Nicholas Taylor Geliger

Silber
Carmen Joseph Horvath
Jonathan Andrew Doherty
Britta Louise Gregorski
Dana Lynn Hamelstein

Baccalaureate Degrees
Spring and Summer, 2013

Joseph Esty Johnson
Sarah Scott Alvin Simon
Nicole Amber Martinec
Samantha Shajnett
Lisa Katelyn Marie Shai
Joseph Esty Johnson

Baccalaureate Degrees - Spring and Summer, 2013

Baccalaureate Degree of Arts

Instructor Design

Kathleen Sue Dueno
Megan Taylor Gerstman
Diane Kalynda Fuller
Olivia Michelle Volkobiski
Samantha Angela Kusak

Shannen Katherine McIvor
Rachel Marie Mattison
Natalia Maria Narowski
Yuan Botez Petzer
Alisa Frances Poltecek

Selena Thorne
Amy Elizabeth Barr
Scott Patrick Dahm
Alicia Michalek
Hannah M. S燠reco

Christina Fitzgerald Pollack
Kristin Jewelle Rozanski
Rebecca Elizabeth Schmidt

Dean Elizabeth Ann Wernette
Timothy James Vinke
Jonathan Andrew Mearse Martin
Andrew David James Schuler
Michael Lee Raterink
Matthew Thomas Reau

Ronni Frances Brown
Sarah Scott Alvin Simon
Scott Alvin Simon
Zackary Robert Warner
Britta Louise Gregorski

Blake Andrew Baginski
Zaragosa H. Main

Jordan Marie Hoke
Clint Lewis Hanson

Agriculture Management

Brian Klemm
Andrew Scott Herbesherg
David Edward Holzwarth
Evan James Houshaling
Emily Kaye Kozak

Sarah Grace Lott
Thomas Michael Manney Jr.
Heather Marie Martin
Kevin Franklin McNichol

Michael Lee Rouser

Matthew Thomas Reau
Nicholas Lee Reeder
Jeffrey Dale Schauer
Robert Warner Schuler
Travis James Swain

Scott Alvin Simon
Ashley Marie Ziegler
Christopher Donald Stamp
Jeronem Thomas Swain
Timothy James Viske
Elizabeth Ann Wernette

Kimberley Anne Kilroy
Kathryn Anne Kilroy
Wendy S. Ryan
Dominique Latrice Greer
Robert Thomas Drew

Advisory Committee

Laurie Jones Nichole McGowan
Rachel Ann Kunka
Brooke Deskin MacGregor
Geoffrey Hawkins LaGoe

Michael Joel Albright
Athene Nikola Balaban
Janelle Anne Almon
Brandon Williamson

Biology

Hannah Lauren Abdolski
Rachel Ann Kunka
Josie Marie Pfeifer
Katie Elizabeth Zienert

Mette Lynne McPhail
Annette Marie Renick

Trenton James Lentz Baker
Matthew Aaron Bodziwod
Nicholas Rhyan Calabrese
Joseph Gerald Crighton
Bradley Allen Hoye

A. Academy Scholar
H. Honors College
S. Summer Session
W. With Honor

C. With High Honor

C. Candidates SPRING/SUMMER 2013

C. Candidates SPRING/SUMMER 2013
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Horticulture (cont.)
S
Kirk Daniel Waters
S
Arianna Las Wilcox

Natural Resources Recreation and Tourism
S
Alexander Charles Beseon
S
Marissa Lauren Bernstein
S
Sarah Kathryn Craddock
S
Joshie Michael Devlin
S
Jesse James Elliott
S
Zachary Morris Feik
S
Brittany Rose Francis
S
Martin Christopher Jackson
S
Lauren Marie Knodleberg
S
Matthew Thomas Lamon
S
Kimberly Dawn Lilly
S
Luke Anthony Miller
S
Nicholas Edward Morrill
S
Andrew Jacob Moser
S
Carson Lemsul Morton
S
Angela Christine O'Neil
S
Benjamin Dwight Rauch
S
Bradley Gerald Rzab
S
Tracy Katherine Ryng
S
Hai Yeo Vue

Nutritional Sciences
Julie Ann Barnum
Jaciyn Ann Berg
Rebecca Rosemarie Dorosh
Melissa Courtney Garlock
S
Gregory Daniel Jones
S
Angelo Grace Manioci
S
Jako Harrison Miller
S
Haith Nuzam
S
Sunghee Park
S
Rachel Elizabeth VerVaate
S
Ashley Caroline Wade
S
Leigha Lynn Walker
S
Joshua George Willis

Packaging
S
Daniel Jordan Abel
S
Anthony James Adames
S
Reina Hela Ajani
S
Jacob Henry Alters
S
Sebba Abetaner
S
Myes David Amor
S
Brian Jordan Awdell
S
Sofiyana Admassie Asefa
S
Julia Rae Barnes
S
Andrew Bernard Barrows Clifford
S
Jordan Matthew Beesma
S
Andrew Reed Rough
S
Holly Nicole Campbell
S
Leesa Marie Caporuscio
S
Robert Edward Ching
S
Andrew Charles Chouan
S
Jocelyn Michele Coast
S
Malory Nicole Cox
S
Jeremy James Dahl
S
Gregory David Dudafoe
S
John Michael Duckworth
S
Anthony James Elias
S
David Jordan Emig
S
Benjamin Thaine Fleming
S
Bradley Steven Forche
S
Carly Colleen Fowler
S
Joshua David Garvelink
S
James Phillip Garrett
S
Matthew Charles Gates
S
William Gustave Gee
S
Christopher Allen Geer
S
Robert Michael Geyer
S
Scott Richard Giffiths
S
Christina Leigh Golia
S
Cassandra Michele Gonzalez
S
Michael Steven Graham
S
Kara Marie Gregory
S
Garrett Norman Grill
S
Christopher James Hartford
S
Anna Hardiyansyah
S
John Lewis Harty
S
Bradley John Hill
S
Eric Ryan Hillard
S
Bryan D. Huffsteder
S
Angela Catherine Kalb
S
Anthony George Kalbott
S
Brett Joseph Kavalish
S
Levi Nalinea Koopers
S
Carly Jean Koko
S
Kumer Leo Koithari
S
Mitchell Joseph Kowja
S
Nicholas Joseph Langston
S
Jordan Prescott Loney
S
Sabrina Angela LeFevre
S
Nathan Paul Lewandowski
S
Taylor Duncan Lewis
S
Alex Joseph Lott
S
Gideon Michael Lowe
S
Yanan Lu
S
Michael Brandon Lumpkin
S
Ashley Vennard
S
Nathan Mertens-Wills
S
Joshua David Mazur-Balston
S
Paul Michael McCann
S
Sean Michael McCarthy
S
Loren Christine McIntosh
S
Joshua Andrew McKeen
S
Jaciyn Rae McNally
S
Henok Eshete Melaku
S
Nicholas Paul Mengene
S
Crispin Trippe Merkel
S
Grant Patrick Meyer
S
Matthew Donald Miller
S
Jeffrey Paul Morgan
S
Lindsay Ellen Morrison
S
David Christopher Moulds
S
Dorotha Nathary Muller
S
Kevin Lee Murray
S
Megan Lynn Nakula
S
Brett Patrick Nantau
S
Kasey Shannon O'Keefe
S
Chiehmei-Lum Olsena Okeke
S
Chadwick Michael Oster
S
Ryan James Ott
S
Christopher Patrick Papa
S
Rodney Preston Pesee II
S
Christine Ann Ponk
S
Blake Michael Peterson
S
Chase Evan Plank
S
Ryan Alexander Rasavy
S
Kyle Stacey Rider
S
Curtis Allen Rose
S
Aaron Dominique Sanders
S
Alison Mae Shultsman
S
Patrick Steven Shultsman
S
Alexander Robert Schann
S
Joshua Aaron Shaen
S
Jack Patrick Sherwood
S
Nicole Dawn Skinner
S
Morgan Louise Smith
S
Taylor Wayne Smith
S
Joseph Trevor Simian
S
Allison Anne Spaid
S
Tiffany Lynette Stiles
S
Saman Axayakhu Tafessa
S
Charlotta Arianna Thomas
S
Austin Lee Thompson
S
Catherine Oat Thompson
S
Thomas Hol Tran
S
Natalia Rose Turk
S
Bradley Michael Van Colle
S
Matthew Kyle Varga
S
Kevin Eugene Verhicle Jr.
S
Benjamin Robert Vervloes
S
Kathryn Ann Wilde
S
Garrison Giles Warr
S
Logan Allison Watson
S
Neil Robert Waudby
S
Patrick Neil Wobuy
S
Margaret Anna Wijanowski
S
Mingya Xia
S
Anthony hunghch Yue
S
Joyce Dwayne Young
S
Vincent Ronald Zoleda

The audience is requested to remain seated during the procession and recessional.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Arts and Humanities

S Elizabeth Alexes-Allison
S Elizabeth Althea Baker-Rozell
S Rita Zahora Bergman
S Madeline Sara Blum
** Anne Katherine Breithaupt
H* Ina Kay Morgan Carr
H* David Mitchell Clausen
S Brynne Jamison Curtis
S Caryn Sarah Devener
Dylan Charles Devries

H* Ellida Ann Groeneveld
H* Lauren Elise Hail
H* Rebecca Jane Helgeson
H* Lenna Ray Jimison
H* Christopher Joseph Johnson
** Taylor Rachel Kernan
S Sarah Courtney Komp
S Erin Kathleen Knapp
H* Julia Rose Kramer
H* Allison Joan Lane
H* Kendra Michelle Lyons

S Chloe Cocciairelli Halikas
S Margaret Allene Hall
S Anna Marie Marshall Melchior
S Augusta Rose Morrison
S Kevin Kasean Naaparut
H* Kathryn Rose Noonan
S Kate Elizabeth O'Connor
H* Henna Greve Apol Obdrzinski
H** Grace Marie Papavasiliou
H* Logan Alan Pedersen

S Matthew Thomas Radick
S Annika Kate DeMoore Rettstadt
S Amanda Lee Sherman
S Kelsey Robin Solo
S Nicholas Ryan Stauffer
S Elizabeth Pimogen Sullivan
H** Ariel Alexandra Vida
H** Rebecca Sue Zantjer

College of Arts and Letters
Karin A. Wurst, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
The MSU Symphony Band
David T. Thornton, Conductor

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 9)
Composed by Samuel A. Ward and arranged by John T. Madden
Led by Elizabeth M. Hoard, Senior, College of Music
The MSU Symphony Band and Audience

Address
Karin A. Wurst, Dean
College of Arts and Letters

Senior Class Address
Dennis Corsi
Bachelor of Fine Arts 2013
Acting; Department of Theatre
College of Arts and Letters

Conferring of Degrees
Karin A. Wurst, Dean
College of Arts and Letters

College of Arts and Letters Alumni Association President
Bradley N. Deacon
B.A. 1993 and J.D. 2004
Emergency Management and Administrative Law Coordinator
Michigan Department of Agriculture and Rural Development

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 9)
The MSU Symphony Band, Ms. Hoard, and Audience

Recessional
The MSU Symphony Band
David T. Thornton, Conductor

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Stefanie A. Lenway, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional

The MSU Symphony Band
Philip A. Obado, Conductor

The Star Spangled Banner (Lyrics, page 9)
Led by Elizabeth H. Hoard, Senior, College of Music
The MSU Symphony Band and Audience

Moment of Silence

Address
Manol Saacca
M.B.A. 1991
General Manager
IBM Watson Solutions

Special Music
Fantasy on MSU Songs
Composed by James Curnow
The MSU Symphony Band
Philip A. Obado, Conductor

Confering of Degrees
Stefanie A. Lenway, Dean
Eli Broad College of Business

Senior Class Address
Anna G. Bolloli, Supply Chain Management

Recognition of Outstanding Graduates
Board of Trustees Award
Outstanding Senior Award
Peer Recognition Awards

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 9)
The MSU Symphony Band, Ms. Hoard, and Audience

Recessional
The MSU Symphony Band
Philip A. Obado, Conductor

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional. Alter the recessional of the platform party, students and guests may leave via any exit.
College of Education
Donald E. Heller, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional:
- Pump and Circumstance, March No. 1
- Composed by Edward Elgar
- The MSU Symphony Band, John T. Madden, Conductor

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 9)
- Composed by Samuel A. Ward and arranged by John T. Madden
- Led by Elizabeth M. Hoard, Senior, College of Music
- The MSU Symphony Band and Audience

Moment of Silence

Greetings from the Provost
June Pierce Youssat, Acting Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

Dr. Michael S. Mepham, President
The Spencer Foundation
Chicago, Illinois

Special Music
- Fantasy on Sumerly, John T. Madden, Conductor
- The College of Music Symphony Band, John T. Madden, Conductor

Outstanding Graduate Awards:
- Board of Trustees Award: Andrew League, Education
- Outstanding Graduate: Casandra Zeni, Kinesiology

Highest Academic Achievement Awards:
- Hannah Decker, Music

Recognition of Outstanding Graduates
- Board of Trustees Award: Andrew League, Education
- Outstanding Graduate: Casandra Zeni, Kinesiology

Outstanding Service Award:
- Kathryn Oleszkwizik, Special Education-Learning Disabilities

Conferment of Degrees
Donald E. Heller, Dean
College of Education

Senior Responses
- Ashley Chamberlain and Samantha Kusek, Education

Welcome to College of Education Alumni Association
Gunnard Johnson, President
College of Education Alumni Association

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 9)
- The MSU Symphony Band, Ms. Hoard, and Audience

Recessional
- The MSU Symphony Band
- John T. Madden, Conductor

The audience is requested to remain seated during the recessional and processional.

College of Education
Donald E. Heller, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Education
- Rebecca Julie Aviron
- Louis Williams Ambricht
- Megan Joyce Armstrong
- Lauren Danielle Bach
- Heather Ann Bailey
- Holly Anne Bailey

H^p
- Ellyn Siren Baker
- Ashley Chamberlain
- Maria Lynne Black
- Jamie Marie Blankenship
- Rachel Marie Bogdan
- Chasenita Anne Bone
- Brianna Renee Brandt
- Kelly Anne Bronock
- Haley Joan Brower
- Lauren Marie Brown
- Kristen Duane Bryan
- Jordan Craig Budni
- Krista Michal Buskewit
- Lisa Marie Burdett
- Melanie Rose Cawin
- Jenee Eloise Carter
- Amber Marie Chembler
- Lauren Elizabeth Christensen
- Natalie Michelle Coffelt
- Valerie Lynn Cocklin
- Jaimy Dierdorff
- Rachel Marie Dreyer
- Taylor Quin Morinfield
- Kristi Elizabeth Crum
- Jessica Hannah Czarniakowski
- Natalie Rose D'Amico
- Jane Gabrielle Darby
- Emily Marissa Darcangelo
- Danielle Kay Demyen
- Kari Anne Dimore
- Hope Lynne Disko
- Alison Lee Mahler
- Mary Anne Castillo O'Sharme
- Stephanie Dina Dye
- Kristina Elizabeth Irene Eurluck
- Whitney Alexis Farnsworth

H^p
- Raylyne Nicole Fenert
- Amanda Scalse Field
- Jennifer Elizabeth Fincher
- Jessica Elizabeth Fisher
- Kesley Marie F-Owens
- Bethany Joanne Forrester
- Janel Leon Fowler
- Jennifer Kate Fragomeni
- Jamie Lee Fuss
- Emily Virginia Berry
- Emma Catherine Berin
- Jacylyn Eliza Binkele
- Jamie Lynne Black
- Jamie Marie Blankenship
- Rachel Marie Bogdan
- Chasenita Anne Bone
- Brianna Renee Brandt
- Kelly Anne Bronock
- Haley Joan Brower
- Lauren Marie Brown
- Kristen Duane Bryan
- Jordan Craig Budni
- Krista Michal Buskewit
- Lisa Marie Burdett
- Melanie Rose Cawin
- Jenee Eloise Carter
- Amber Marie Chembler
- Lauren Elizabeth Christensen
- Natalie Michelle Coffelt
- Valerie Lynn Cocklin
- Jaimy Dierdorff
- Rachel Marie Dreyer
- Taylor Quin Morinfield
- Kristi Elizabeth Crum
- Jessica Hannah Czarniakowski
- Natalie Rose D'Amico
- Jane Gabrielle Darby
- Emily Marissa Darcangelo
- Danielle Kay Demyen
- Kari Anne Dimore
- Hope Lynne Disko
- Alison Lee Mahler
- Mary Anne Castillo O'Sharme
- Stephanie Dina Dye
- Kristina Elizabeth Irene Eurluck
- Whitney Alexis Farnsworth

H^p
- Raylyne Nicole Fenert
- Amanda Scalse Field
- Jennifer Elizabeth Fincher
- Jessica Elizabeth Fisher
- Kesley Marie F-Owens
- Bethany Joanne Forrester
- Janel Leon Fowler
- Jennifer Kate Fragomeni
- Jamie Lee Fuss
- Emily Virginia Berry
- Emma Catherine Berin
- Jacylyn Eliza Binkele
- Jamie Lynne Black
- Jamie Marie Blankenship
- Rachel Marie Bogdan
- Chasenita Anne Bone
- Brianna Renee Brandt
- Kelly Anne Bronock
- Haley Joan Brower
- Lauren Marie Brown
- Kristen Duane Bryan
- Jordan Craig Budni
- Krista Michal Buskewit
- Lisa Marie Burdett
- Melanie Rose Cawin
- Jenee Eloise Carter
- Amber Marie Chembler
- Lauren Elizabeth Christensen
- Natalie Michelle Coffelt
- Valerie Lynn Cocklin
- Jaimy Dierdorff
- Rachel Marie Dreyer
- Taylor Quin Morinfield
- Kristi Elizabeth Crum
- Jessica Hannah Czarniakowski
- Natalie Rose D'Amico
- Jane Gabrielle Darby
- Emily Marissa Darcangelo
- Danielle Kay Demyen
- Kari Anne Dimore
- Hope Lynne Disko
- Alison Lee Mahler
- Mary Anne Castillo O'Sharme
- Stephanie Dina Dye
- Kristina Elizabeth Irene Eurluck
- Whitney Alexis Farnsworth

H^p
- Raylyne Nicole Fenert
- Amanda Scalse Field
- Jennifer Elizabeth Fincher
- Jessica Elizabeth Fisher
- Kesley Marie F-Owens
- Bethany Joanne Forrester
- Janel Leon Fowler
- Jennifer Kate Fragomeni
- Jamie Lee Fuss
- Emily Virginia Berry
- Emma Catherine Berin
- Jacylyn Eliza Binkele
- Jamie Lynne Black
- Jamie Marie Blankenship
- Rachel Marie Bogdan
- Chasenita Anne Bone
- Brianna Renee Brandt
- Kelly Anne Bronock
- Haley Joan Brower
- Lauren Marie Brown
- Kristen Duane Bryan
- Jordan Craig Budni
- Krista Michal Buskewit
- Lisa Marie Burdett
- Melanie Rose Cawin
- Jenee Eloise Carter
- Amber Marie Chembler
- Lauren Elizabeth Christensen
- Natalie Michelle Coffelt
- Valerie Lynn Cocklin
- Jaimy Dierdorff
- Rachel Marie Dreyer
- Taylor Quin Morinfield
- Kristi Elizabeth Crum
- Jessica Hannah Czarniakowski
- Natalie Rose D'Amico
- Jane Gabrielle Darby
- Emily Marissa Darcangelo
- Danielle Kay Demyen
- Kari Anne Dimore
- Hope Lynne Disko
- Alison Lee Mahler
- Mary Anne Castillo O'Sharme
- Stephanie Dina Dye
- Kristina Elizabeth Irene Eurluck
- Whitney Alexis Farnsworth

Education
- Elizabeth Kathryn Galigher
- Sarah Lynn Garman
- Shantel C. Gentry
- Kaitlynn Sue Wakefield Gilbert
- Alexa Louise Goodman
- Marisa Anne Hackel
- Katie Elizabeth Hall
- Allison Christine Hawes
- Maggie Ann Hewes
- Elizabeth Hegarty
- Brittany Lynn Hewit
- Angeles Martha Hidalgo
- Makenzie Jane Hill
- Cara Christine Hillbrand
- Alana Anne Hoag
- Ms Mary Heng
- Chelsea Jane Hook
- Katherine Boy-yin Hsi
- Shreya Anne Howe
- Melissa Josephine Hutchison
- Christopher Ilia Ieff
- Caitlin Sue Jordan
- Kelsey Lynn Kasab
- Emily Catherine Keffer
- Megan Rachel Kimes
- Angela R. Killoen
- Jason Mitchell Koren
- Grace Boram Kim
- Carey Lee Kline
- Ayanna O'Neal Koren
- Kellie Marie Krzaskowski
- Emily McEee Rau
- Samantha Christine Kusk
- Dominique Caroline Lacinia
- Chelsea Denis Lafferty
- Andrew Woods League
- Vanessa Abram Lee
- Jaxsn Sammi Ly
- Kristi Ann Lorenz
- Elizabeth Kathryn Lower
- Holly McLean Lynch
- Cassandra Bird Loderer
- Sarah Marie Marker
- Lauren Goldstone Magician
- Holly Anne Mars
- Natalie Kay Markle
- Jennifer Cary Mathews
- Rosario Caterina Matina
- Jessica Hamilton Matthews
- Allison Marie McCarty
- Lesa Gabrielle McCombs
- Kennie Mary McClain
- Erin Colleen McGovern
- Julia Elizabeth McLeay
- Brianna Marie Mersham
- Amanda Michelle Metz
- Elizabeth Kathryn Metzger
- Hannah Elizabeth Dayton Miller
- Justina Marie Miller
- Taylor Marie Miller
- Alexandra Rose Mitchell
- Timothy Michael Mitchell
- Emily Noel Morgendahl
- Kateylynn Danielle Morton
- Megan Marie Muir
- Kelsey Gene Myers
- Noelle Kristine Newman
- Emma Catherine Newton
- Alexandra Marion Nienhuis
- Amy Nicole Oberman
- Nicholas David Pahlisch
- Allison Michelle Parpoff
- Hannah Ruth Parish
- Elizabeth Leigh Paul
- Theresa Melissa Peck
- Taylor Morriseous Peak
- Alexandra Faith Pepp
- Lauren Kathleen Perry
- Megan Kristin Peters
- Mary Kate Peterson
- Susan Elena Pfeifer
- Caroline R. Powers
- Mira Lee Preston
- Jessica Nicole Pung
- Tara Marie Rubidas
- Kayla Toros Ragland
- Danielle Marie Babuin
- Danielle Marie Rau
- Sarah Christine Rawley
- Noelis Elisa Reardon
- Matthew Devone Sildgen
- Sarah Daniell Robertson
- Hannaa Maureen Bouring
- Megan Tyler Bohlen
- Nikki Sofia Romans
- Aimee Elizabeth Roy
- Alanya Marie Rubrich
- Amber Lynn Runey
- Elizabeth Alyssa Sadowitz
- Julie Lauren Schriff
- Courtney Lauren Schiffner
- Alle Christine Schwalb
- Rachel Melanie Sweeney
- Blaise Bemisa Seaton
- Rebecca Genevieve Sett
- Megan Nicole Sexton
- Kellie Joan Siebers
- Colleen Jamie Skilton
- Laura Brenasa Silva
- Anna Marie Siugor
- Philip Martin Stahl
- Deidra Marie Stanis
- Michelle E. Slinker
- Chelsea Monique Stewart
- Matthew John Stewart
- Hannah Beth Tarr
- Ashley Maria Taglawyer
- Megan Elizabeth Tar
- Jessica Lynn Taranto
- Joseph Raymond Tarrento
- Christine N. Tarman
- Amy Rose Tarbérie
- Jessika Rose Taroria
- David Robert Tatsch
- Kalisa Loylum Thomas
- Jenna Rose Tobin
- Elizabeth Suzanne Tompkins
- Amanda Kay Trikika
- Sara RoseTueger
- Amanda Mary Tyson
- Lee James Uri
- Morgan Jean Valentine
- Danielle Lanie Wallace
- Megan Jill Weizer
- Sarah J. Wexler
- Becca Paige Wilsson
- Delon Denom Wil
- Marissa Susan Wilson
- Shelby Lynne Wilson
- Courtney Noelle Wood
- Nicole Michelle Woodfrud
- Maria Megan Elizabeth Yazzick
- Chi Wan Yip
- Daniel James Zuren

Special Education-Deaf Education
Kassandra Marie Darby
Lynzee Jordan Sinter
Shanae Marie Sly

Special Education-Learning Disabilities
Lauren Edith Kathryn Ackbar
Julie Elizabeth Albano
Lara Danielle Altemberger
Kasey Michael Barnes
Rachel Moss Bauser
Elizabeth Rose Buecker
Anniegh Lee Buren
Erin Elizabeth Cahill
Angela Susan Calcater
Cathleen Lynn Corden
Lindsey Lee Carpenter
Christine Chan
Emma Catherine Cole
Bradley Michael Crimmins
Taylor Ann Cummings
Hannah Rebecca Decker
Lorraine Katherine Donniver
Emily Jean Doucette
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Finn
Kyrann Alexi Ford
Kathryn Elizabeth Frohnmuller
Brittany Rose Fritter
Stacie Nicole Fuchs
Kaitlin Elizabeth Fritz
Kaitlin Elizabeth Fritz
Kaitlin Elizabeth Fritz

A Academic Scholar
H Honors College
S Summer Session
** With Honor
*** With High Honor

CANDIDATES SPRING/SUMMER 2013
James Madison College
Sherman W. Garnett, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I
Roderick T. Whitaker, Conductor

America the Beautiful
(Lyrics, page 9)
Led by Zachary J. Meyers, Student, Jazz Studies
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I

Welcome
Sherman W. Garnett, Dean
James Madison College

Commencement Address
The Honorable Dianne Byrum, The MSU Board of Trustees
Byrum & Fisk Advocacy Communications
East Lansing, Michigan
Introduction by Julia Grant, Associate Dean, James Madison College

James Madison College Alumni Association
Amy Witt, Political Theory & Constitutional Democracy, 1999

Special Music
1. Jeannie, by Duke Pearson and arranged by Charlie Harrison
Soloists: Zachary J. Meyers, vocals; Taylor B. Henn, alto saxophone; Perice K. Pippe, trumpet; Kirby K. Fella, trombone
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I, Roderick T. Whitaker, Conductor

Student Speaker
Erin Kelly, International Relations/Comparative Cultures and Politics, 2013
Introduction by Matthew Zierler, Professor, James Madison College

Presentation of Candidates
Loui Hart, Professor, James Madison College

Confering of Degrees
Sherman W. Garnett, Dean
James Madison College

Charge to Class of 2013
Sherman W. Garnett, Dean
James Madison College

Alma Mater
(Lyrics, page 9)
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I, Mr. Meyers, and Audience

Recessional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I
Roderick T. Whitaker, Conductor

Baccalaureate Degrees
Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

Sherman W. Garnett, Dean
JAMES MADISON COLLEGE

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Sherman Mark Abdos
Alexander Malone Acton
Marie-Lynda Asi Akono
* Kathryn Rose Allen
* Noah David Allison
S Arooj Arjun
S Jason Youfiff Amin
* Lucas Richard Arndts
H Andrew Vincent Arsenault
* Ashley Lyn Austin
* Jessica Ann Ayub
S Wyatt Edward Ayls
S Emily Rose Banks
S Keith Glynn Barillett
* Ashley Lauren Button
* Zelina A. Bazz
* Karl Elizabeth Beaman
S James Evans Beaton
* Bryan Jon Beck
* Brian Patrick Benner
* Helena Elizabeth Ison Bentely
* Christopher Mac Bergold
S James Leland Biescz
S Keleostap Jaque Binks
* Dominick Michael Bonell
* Jacob Hryniv Brinkwitz
* Sean Patrick Bridenbaugh
S Alexia Lynn Brockman
* Calie Francis Brutel
* Aaron Thomas Bukovick
* Ian Franklin Burgess
* Aaron Matthew Burke
* Amanda Zavas Busche
S Joseph John Paul Buxo
* Ryan Zachary Castillo
* Jonathan Robert Carlin
* Michelle Dean Chapmone
* Victoria Yuting Chen
* John J. Claye
S Joshua Philipp Colton
S Shannon Francielle Conway
* Sean Patrick Corrons
* Erin Eileen Cooper
S HSY Lynne Lynn Couch
Bridge Orphey/nchcroft
** Kristin Elizabeth Cross
* Kyle Walter Cross
* Megan H. Cross
* Bradley Clayton Curtis
* Evan Richard Cuick

Dane Patrick Darisc
* Takefumi David Elbiss
* Julia Lucia De Castillos
* Samantha Montaque Dela Cruz
* Jesse Deft DePau
* Lilly Eyse Deck
* Mark Edward Doelower III
* Jonathan Michael Draufco
* H Alea Jane Druff
* Harold Michael Duquesne
* Sean Patrick Duquette
* Thierry Edward Eibenberger
* Dena Nawil Elson
* Jordan Maxwell Everet
* Sabrina Makoskev Lyub
* Ricardo Mariano Fernandez
* Sean Curtis Ferry
* Andrew Galper Fullett
* Joy Dorelles Fank
* Max Fredrick Futermetz
* David Richard Galant
* Zachary Joshua Gage
* Chelsea Taylor Gallerher
* Claire Elizabeth Geul
* Zachary Thomas Giroard
* Christoff Ann Grant-Hager
* Jason Alexander Griffon
* Brandon Jeffre Gym
* Michael Philipp Guthrie
* Nicholas Michael Gutman
* Will Nathan Hack
* Lauren Kaysu Hall
* Vanessa Faith Hamilton
* Robert James Hanson
* Philip James Hansson
* Shae Kianique Harris
* Shane William Henry
* Timothy James Haye
* Ashley Beth Helfer
* Jared Daniel Hoffmen
* Christopher Victor Hokans
* Reid Daniel Hoszaur
* Katherine Lorraine Hooser
* Annelle Danielle Janss Huber
* Lucas Woodford Igo
* Victoria Nicole Isom
* Stephanie Michelle Isenhour
* Patricia Carrie Jackson
* Morgan Elizabeth Jolu
* Daniela Cristina Just
* Phillip Michael Keller
* HS Bradley, Justin Kelis
* H Erin Marie Killy
* S Angela Monica Khosra
* Christopher David Khouy
* Samuel Ross Kilberg
* YH-Yoo Kin
* Aaron Seth Klein
* Alyssa Leigh Knup
* HS Monika Halka Kothari
* S Nicholas Allen Kowalski
* Julia Eugenio Krupa
* Brent Michael Krueze
* Ashley Nicole Kulak
* Megan Elizabeth Kupa
* HS Jeffrey Lambert
* Thomas James Larkin
* H Eileen Claire Lederer
* H Katerine Marie Linting
* H Kiley Finnegan Long
* S David Thomas Lower
* S Megan Elizabeth Marriott
* H Rachel Elizabeth Manden
* S Brennan Paul McRabe
* Ryan Christopher McLeod
* S Lauren Anne McClam
* S Meghan Leigh McCullough
* S Valente Ann Mcintosh
* S Garrett George Miller
* S William Colton Miller
* Eric James Minch
* S Katlyn Alexandra Montgomery
* S Lauren Anne Moondan
* S Austin Allen Berry Mult
* Kelsey Elaine Mulka
* S Morgan Rose Murphy
* S Sonne Nyk
* Erika Ann Nelligan
* HS Kevin John Joseph O'Brien
* Tyler McKeenre O'Hara
* Megan Marie Omm
* H Christopher Michael Overton
* Thomas Constatine Parages
* S Elten Anne Panetta
* S Christie Maria Paz
* Matthew John Paradiso
* H Evan Robert Pedder
* Megan Katherine Peters
* Joseph Thomas Popko
* Myktya Predichacksky
* Alyssa Maria Proussing
* Nicole Iwanka Prybula

James Nichols Racine
Kellie Shorto Ratayczak
Shane Patrick Rea
Gisaladj Ravidran
Brittney Marie Bailey
Shannon Elizabeth Bialyk
Hope Estelle Robinson
Jeffrey Lawrence Boswialski
Ahmed Abdul-Rahman Salem
Andra Renee Salme
Kirsten Ann Salme
Erica Lynn Sammartino
Robert Anthony Sanders
Adreaone Elizabeth Schribner
Elizabeth Anne Shaffter
Grace Elizabeth Shellry
Christopher William Sieffat
Joseph Richard Stivens
Kathryn Elizabeth Smart
Emily Marie Snoke
S Onou Song
Paige Katherine Steven
Monica Marie Stabler
Leah Steinhauer
Kathryn Christine Stoecker
Delina Lynne Swyda
S Coren Bumide Swanson
H Hsi See Cecila Tang
Stephanie Grazia Tenc
S Cristina Michelle Tribble
S Samuel David Trombley
S Samantha Lorraine Schmitt-Trouman
H Bradly Haven Adon
Lene Elizabeth Vitul
Jonathan Henry Waddill
Michael Joseph Yron
H Evan Michael Wett
Forrest Diane Westfall
Melissa Ellean Williams
Nastick Leo Willijs
Amenda Lynn Williams
Deanne Marie Williams
Paris Kyle Wilson
S Bruce Andrew Winters
S Ana Maria Wolk
Stephen Frederick Wooden
Amanda Lyn Worden
H Alexander William Wright
Irene Khalid Zalazuna

A Academic Scholar H Honors College S Summer Session W With Honor ** With High Honor
Lyman Briggs College
Elizabeth H. Simmons, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra II
Ensemble Charles, Conductor

Welcome
Kelly F. Millenbah, Associate Dean

The Star Spangled Banner (Lyrics, page 9)
Composed by Francis Scott Key
Led by David N. Smith, Senior, Jazz Studies
The MSU Jazz Orchestra II, Ensemble Charles, Conductor

Moment of Silence

Senior Class Address
Jose Zamora-Sifuentes, Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

2013 Lyman Briggs College Distinguished Alumni Awards
Mark A. Langert, Associate Dean

Commencement Address
Jane V. Alrick Ph.D.
Biochemistry, B.S. 1976
Department of Medicinal Chemistry
University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas

Musical Interlude
Dead I Do, by Fred Rose and Walter Hirsch, and arranged by Quincy Jones
The MSU Jazz Orchestra II
Ensemble Charles, Conductor

Recognition of Achievements and Awards
Philip E. Strong, Assistant Dean
Robert W. Bell, Associate Professor

Confering of Degrees
Kelly F. Millenbah, Associate Dean

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 9)
The MSU Jazz Orchestra II
Ensemble Charles, Conductor
Mr. Smith and Audience

Recessional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra II
Ensemble Charles, Conductor

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
After the recessional of the platform party, students and guests may leave via any exit.

Lyman Briggs College
Elizabeth H. Simmons, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Animal Science
H* Kelly Ann Daly
H* Sydney Ann Taylor
Emily Anne Henderson
Shelby Marie Moligsin
H Amanda Lynn Schleppe
S Carolyn Frances Schupp

Astrophysics
H Rebecca Anne Robinson

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Joshua Michael Andrade
Shelby Ann Becher
H* Avery Dean Bouke
H Daniel James Buhlinger
H Kaitlyn Marie Buhlinger
H Hillary Josephine Cullison
Emma Streicher Daniels
Erin Frances DeLong
Elise Maria DiClemente
Ashley Elizabeth Drogo
H* Ashley See Hei
Jillian Marie Harold
Soo Hur
Kaz Michael Knight
S Vernon Lensy Lalane
Samantha Elaine Pace
Rachna Panui
A Andrea J. Parker
S Nicolas Von Pesawat
H Sarah Sierra Snagga
Kenneth James Walters
A Jose Lima-Sanluntes

Biotechnology/Biotechnology
H* Inyoun Ganevan
S Brendan Francis Johnson
H Sean Patrick Neuenfeldt
H Travis Wayne Searl
A Aditi D. Upadhye

Biological Science
Breandan Thomas Tubbs

Biological Science
Zaven Gregory Shrikian

Biomedical Laboratory Science
Evon Darrell Ballard
Vinh Huu Dang
Lucas Jerry Dobson
Lindsey Nicole Pudlo
H John Cody Roedel
Amie Sanders

Chemical Physics
H David Volda Dombrowski

Chemistry
Aaron Ronald Balowski
Eric R. Foster
H Arlette Veronica Pietron
H Amy Louler Pechody
Kellen Robert Sexton
H Jacob Wayne Harold Uebler
Nathanial R. Zetter

Computer Science
Alexander Franklin Rufle

Diagostic Molecular Science
Kathryn Taylor Gillnet
Kayla Ann Mosay
Christine Ann Rygial

Earth Science
S Erik Charles Carr

Entomology
Ashley Brooke Leach

Environmental Biology/Microbiology
H* Caitlin Kara Kirby

Environmental Biology/Zoology
Jacqueline Anne Grog
Sara Lynn Plassocon
Shayna Michelle Taylor

Environmental Sciences and Management
S Rachel Elizabeth Gohler
A Erin Michelle Smeiglock
H Justin James Zaleski

Fisheries and Wildlife
H James Norman Duplue Jr.
H Joseph Michael Parczecz
S Sarah Catherine Schalter
Gina Caterina Selinger
S Rachel Nicola Teals
A Alyssa Diane Westhagen

Genetics and Molecular Genetics
Kristin Elise Drumheller
H Inyoun Ganevan
Derek Catalan Hibbs
H Emily Catherine Martinez
H Vistna Peja Pemmaraju
H Katalyn Beth Pireskars
H Tanja Lynn Reinhart
H Emily Noel Schmidt-Matzen
H Denis Sliuras

History, Philosophy and Sociology of Science
A Academic Scholar
H Honors College
S Summer Session
* With Honor
** With High Honor

Human Biology
Julie Marie Adamo
John Edward Anderson
Lindsey A. Armstrong
Emma Katharine Baker
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Bowers
S Jessie Marie Biernann
S Tristan Spencer Blanchette
H* Michael Lewis Butz
H Joshua Zachary Cembridge
Rebecca Schaller-Camps
Steven Joseph Cemaghi
Lauren Renee Carrier
Samantha Rose Cerez
S Eileen Chang
Katherine Michelle Charter
Michelle Maga Cavard
S Alexander Manwell
A Charew-Venter
S Joshua Jonathan Chrysky
H Tyler Cochrane
Jonathan Donald Coleman
Lindsey Rae Conferdet
Lindsey Katherine Corbus
Diana Covachst
Brenton William Crags
Ashley Marie Culver
William Brendon Darden
H John FitzGerald Demoreno
S Alysha Sanjaya Doshpale
H* Anthony Lewis Dimoski
H Raif Ali Feld
S Erin Elizabeth Fletcher
H Nicholas Edward Gavern
Jaeck Sawai Gishemar Jr.
Briain Michael Griselda
Jared Isaac Gutman
Nicole Marie Haley
Cory Michael Hanneman
Stephan John Harnsader
S Courtney Marie Hollingsworth
Rachel Ann Hume
Sahila Rebecca Hurden
Robert Thomas James
Rainsey Tania Koedl
H Shubham Ralkaa Kalwari
Michael Warren Kenery

Lyman Briggs College
Elizabeth H. Simmons, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Candidates – Spring and Summer, 2013

NAME

历史文化与社会科学研究

A Academic Scholar
H Honors College
S Summer Session
* With Honor
** With High Honor

Human Biology
Julie Marie Adamo
John Edward Anderson
Lindsey A. Armstrong
Emma Katharine Baker
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Bowers
S Jessie Marie Biernann
S Tristan Spencer Blanchette
H* Michael Lewis Butz
H Joshua Zachary Cembridge
Rebecca Schaller-Camps
Steven Joseph Cemaghi
Lauren Renee Carrier
Samantha Rose Cerez
S Eileen Chang
Katherine Michelle Charter
Michelle Maga Cavard
S Alexander Manwell
A Charew-Venter
S Joshua Jonathan Chrysky
H Tyler Cochrane
Jonathan Donald Coleman
Lindsey Rae Conferdet
Lindsey Katherine Corbus
Diana Covachst
Brenton William Crags
Ashley Marie Culver
William Brendon Darden
H John FitzGerald Demoreno
S Alysha Sanjaya Doshpale
H* Anthony Lewis Dimoski
H Raif Ali Feld
S Erin Elizabeth Fletcher
H Nicholas Edward Gavern
Jaeck Sawai Gishemar Jr.
Briain Michael Griselda
Jared Isaac Gutman
Nicole Marie Haley
Cory Michael Hanneman
Stephan John Harnsader
S Courtney Marie Hollingsworth
Rachel Ann Hume
Sahila Rebecca Hurden
Robert Thomas James
Rainsey Tania Koedl
H Shubham Ralkaa Kalwari
Michael Warren Kenery

Lyman Briggs College
Elizabeth H. Simmons, Dean

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Candidates – Spring and Summer, 2013

NAME

历史文化与社会科学研究

A Academic Scholar
H Honors College
S Summer Session
* With Honor
** With High Honor
Lyman Briggs College

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Microbiology
- Tyler Dale Ash
- Nidhan Amir Al-Haque
- Jennifer Maria Harig
- David Shafeen Hansri
- Brooke David Pallas
- HE Anthony Keith Wetkins
- H** Aaron Jay Yunker

Nutritional Sciences
- Steven Hsing
- HS" Nicole Gabrijel Zokvic

Physiology
- Kevin Thomas Werner
- H** Kayla Lynn Ambrozuk
- H Jacob Robert Aubry
- H Seen Patrick Bener
- H Monika M. Bhatt
- Emily Evelyn Bond
- Brittna Alexis Bourgon
- Alyssa Michelle Butz
- Gia Arotiannelle Carnago
- Christopher G. Charlie Jordan David Cohen
- H" Megan Shea Courtney
- Nicholas Christopher Flaherty
- H Saviro Singh Girda
- Daphne Devee Hidayatoglu
- S Leah Christine Jackson
- ** Karthik Chandra Khanuru
- H" Kaytna Michelle Leicht
- H" Kevin Michael Leikert
- ** Lauren Elizabeth Lindgren
- Laurenne Kocis Liska
- H" Simeon R. Koos Mond
- Michael Donald McDowell Jr.
- ** Nicolette Alexandra Mitrusias
- Kyle Elizabeth Noblit

Robert Onyon Pemberton
- Monica Marie Ponsvite
- Alexander Bailey Ridd
- H" Brittany Nicole Sims
- H" Ryan Carter Swayne
- H" Jordan Paul Van De Waal
- H" Celeste Anna Victor
- Lisa Anne Villo
- H" Emily Jane Weiss
- Robert Michael Wilson
- H" Maxwell Lewis Winkler

Plant Biology
- Ronald Thomas Heslop
- Kathleen Elizabeth Mcclaw
- Joshua Thomas Polito

Statistics
- Dinesh Maria Reis
- Dean James Sharrard II

Biological Science
- Nicholas Christopher Flaherty
- ** Emily Jane Weiss

Zoology
- Nicole Kalman Ary
- Ashley Marie Baur

Molly Elizabeth Brown
- HS" Ross Louis Cyma
- S Joanne Marie Demais
- H Robert Wolf Gross
- H Grace Elizabeth Hitzel
- HS" Scott Alexander Jackson
- Am" Amie Marie Jamieson
- Stacey Lynne Krause
- S Katherin Ann Larter
- Margarette Ann Lubarski
- H" Matthew Thomas Makosinski
- Molly Elizabeth Maynard
- S Victoria Jean-Marie Miller
- H" Katherine Rose Riverd
- S Nicolas David Rochte
- S Sarah Lauren Sermagem
- Somers Suzanne Smott
- A* Christina Grace Van Doenik
- Shannon Jean Verm
- Shebe Christine Vollmer

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I, Rodney T. Whitaker, Conductor

Welcome
James B. Forger, Dean, College of Music

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 9)
Vocalist: Rachel Kalmann, contralto, and Pianist: Daniel miner
Jonathan Reed, Conductor

MSU Board of Trustees Greetings
The Honorable Faylene Owen, The MSU Board of Trustees

Musical Selection
Españolista y Farfante de la Caballeria de Nápoles, by Joaquín Rodrigo
Travis Jones, flute, and Nessa Wu, piano

Commencement Address
Warrick L. Carter Ph.D.
President
Columbia College Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

Oleo
By Sonny Rollins and arranged by Michael Abene
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I, Rodney T. Whitaker, Conductor
Solists: Ryan Freez, tenor saxophone; Anthony Stanco, trumpet; Taylor Herron, alto saxophone; Royce Phillips, alto saxophone; Paul Bratcher, piano; Matthew LuRusso, guitar

Senior Class Address
Parks Payton, Music Education

Musical Selection
Ah! cruel, d'onor ragioni quando a me from Capuleti ed Montecchi by Vincenzo Bellini
Hanna Stone, soprano; Hanna Busch, mezzo-soprano; Hye Eun Hwang, piano

Special Recognition
Musical Selection
Soleste de Vienne, Op. 56, by Alfred Grünfeld
Yao Youe Huang, piano

Confering of Degrees
The Honorable Faylene Owen, The MSU Board of Trustees

Welcome to College of Music Alumni Association
Edward P. Quick, Jr., Music Education 1974

Closing
James B. Forger, Dean, College of Music

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 9)
Vocalist: London Durand, soprano, and Pianist: Daniel Miner
Jonathan Reed, Conductor

Recessional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I, Rodney T. Whitaker, Conductor

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

Music
Emily Alicia O'Kon
Calleen Mary Osak
Anna Christine Rakowski
HS
Quentin Percy-Lee Sanders
H Chelsea Renee Stenmet
** Joseph James VanderStel

Jazz Studies
Michael John Barkett
Allison Leigh Campbell
Meghan Marie Carmeyle
H Kelly Ann Chase
** Michael Joseph Clement
** Brent Alexander Eichols
** Melissa Diane Eisenroth
** Ryan Christopher Fountain
** Amanda Marie Gott
** Michelle Elizabeth Guart
** Carolyn Anne Howard
** Christopher Gumans
Jalland
** Matthew Jamil Karren
H Roxanne Charlotte Kieme
Kevin Paul Lallrose
** Andrew Thomas Miller

Composition
S Daniel Clinton Miner
S Judith Anne Pagryzinski
** Parks Robert Peyton
** Zachary Keith Sawyer
** Byron Russell Valentine
** Allison Rose Woletik

Music Performance
Brendan Edward Betyn
Hannah Christine Busch
Kylie Justin Dickson
H* London Hope Durand
H Bradfard James Fillion
H Matthew Thomas Gibson
H Alexander Mark Goodin
George Laughton Hillstrom

Music Education
Randy J. Bolenbaugh
S Seth Leon Burk

Copyright © 2013 by Michigan State University. All Rights Reserved.
Spring

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

The Welcome Processional
Opening Remarks
Conferring Keynote Address
Pinning College Outstanding Student Award

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Mary H. Mundl, Dean

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Mary H. Mundt, Dean

COLLEGE OF NURSING

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.

College of Nursing
Mary H. Mundt, Dean

Baccalaureate Degrees
Candidates – Spring and Summer, 2013

Mary H. Mundt, Dean

Sigma Theta Tau
Kathy Donlan Ph.D., F.N.R.-B.C.
President-Elect, Sigma Theta Tau Alpha Pi Chapter

College of Nursing Alumni Association
Judith Foulioudakis Ph.D., A.H.N.-B.C.
President, College of Nursing Alumni Association

MSU Board of Trustees
The Honorable Diane Byrum, The MSU Board of Trustees

Closing Remarks
Mary H. Mundt Ph.D.
Dean and Professor, College of Nursing

Recessional
Lansing Concert Band

College of Nursing Degrees
Mary H. Mundt, Dean

ACADEMY OF NURSING

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.

College of Nursing
Mary H. Mundt, Dean

Baccalaureate Degrees
Candidates – Spring and Summer, 2013

Mary H. Mundt, Dean

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Mary H. Mundt, Dean

Sigma Theta Tau
Kathy Donlan Ph.D., F.N.R.-B.C.
President-Elect, Sigma Theta Tau Alpha Pi Chapter

College of Nursing Alumni Association
Judith Foulioudakis Ph.D., A.H.N.-B.C.
President, College of Nursing Alumni Association

MSU Board of Trustees
The Honorable Diane Byrum, The MSU Board of Trustees

Closing Remarks
Mary H. Mundt Ph.D.
Dean and Professor, College of Nursing

Recessional
Lansing Concert Band

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Processional
Pomp and Circumstance, March No. 1, by Edward Elgar
The MSU Wind Symphony, Matthew Dockendorf, Conductor

Welcome
Marietta L. Baba, Dean
College of Social Science

America the Beautiful (Lyrics, page 9)
Composed by Samuel A. Ward and arranged by John T. Madden
Led by Derick Fox, Doctoral Candidate, College of Music
The MSU Wind Symphony and Audience

Recognition of Academic Achievements
Marietta L. Baba, Dean
College of Social Science

Presentation of the College of Social Science Alumni Awards
Mike Morrow, President
College of Social Science Alumni Association
Outstanding Alumni Award
Recipient: Saimir Hindulu, Associate Professor, Florida Atlantic University
Alumni Outstanding Teaching Award
Recipient: Timothy J. Plesac, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology

Special Music
Fantasy on MSU Songs
Composed by James Cumow
The MSU Wind Symphony, Matthew Dockendorf, Conductor

Special Tribute
Jenell Bauman, Solicitor
College of Music

Confering of Degrees
Marietta L. Baba, Dean
College of Social Science

Senior Class Address
Janelle R. Goodwill, Psychology

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 9)
The MSU Wind Symphony, Mr. Fox, and Audience

Recessional
The MSU Wind Symphony
Matthew Dockendorf, Conductor

The audience is requested to remain seated during the processional and recessional.
After the recessional of the platform party, students and guests may leave via any exit.

Baccalaureate Degrees
Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

Marietta L. Baba, Dean
College of SOCIAL SCIENCE

ANTHROPOLOGY
- Autumn Taylor Blogg
- Jules Artists Burchett
- Courtney Elizabeth Campbell-Nichols
- Jennifer Anne Devol
- Faith Allison Fico
- Selina Y. Kelley
- Alexander Ronald Mendenhall
- Michelle Elsa Mol
- Michelle Katherine Neumann
- James Blake Schaefer
- Rebecca Marie Sobanski
- H* Stephen Patrick Sullivan
- Circe Villegrances Wilson
- Rachel Hope Wilson
- H Jessica Ellen Wright

CHILD DEVELOPMENT
- Rocio Bianco
- Danielle Elaine Cowper
- S Jennifer Marie Dowler
- Elizabeth Catherine Douglas
- Margaret Garth-Gilchrist
- Carly Jane Gorrow
- Alyssa Jone Hall
- Marie Marie Harris
- Callie Ann Mack
- Kristin Elaine McLay
- Melissa Ann Scarfura
- Tonya Marie Scherer
- Allison Brooke Shaler
- Yvonne Leitha Sheridan
- Elizabeth Anns Slusser
- Anka Leigh Stientjens
- Ellen Janine Thomas
- Jillian Elizabeth Weaver
- Jame Marie Witanen

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
- Jordan Abrams
- Emesto Alonso Acosta
- Steven Michael Anderson
- Andrew Stephen Armstrong
- Elizabeth Ann Ascoli
- Arci Eimer Astrophysical
- Ryan Lee Betz
- Haley McIntyre Barrett
- Roman Baskin
- Whitney Elizabeth Baubig
- Andrew John Beavers
- Dwayne Rashad Beich
- Anya Anessa Bernal
- Lauren Ashley Bevens
- Autumn Taylor Bigg
- H Madison Lyn Boden
- Brandi Nicole Bowman
- Spencer Michael Bondy

ABDEEMANIE BACHELOR OF ARTS
- Lauren Catherine Brown
- Hiley Jean Brassard
- Nicholas P. Burleson
- Juan Alberto Castillo
- Miles Stuart Cheever
- Peter Raymond Cichowski
- Elaine Jane Claren
- Jolene Rae Collins
- Ryan William Cooper
- Jennifer Heather Costigan
- Zachary Charles Cross
- Evan James Cullen
- Brenna Leahy Curry
- Garrett Eugene Curtis
- Renisha Danielle Curtis
- H Ethan Jadin Dutil
- Spencer Robert Donahy
- Emily Jane Doherty
- Stephen Memberg
- Thomas Douglas
- Christine Louise Dure
- Jeffery Thomas Duttlinger
- Christina Pauli
- Elizabeth Gass
- Colleen Kari Egan
- Brittin Shevette Etty
- Yenna Filippovska
- Dezzan Chanel Fletcher
- Kevin James Foscherl
- Patrick Foley
- Alexander Victoria Ford
- Eric trento Gardener
- Harrison William Gardner
- John William Goodell
- Norman Henry Gotzakar III
- Alexis Angel Grandison
- Taz Jean Griffiths
- Katarina Anne Grund
- David Ernest Guity
- Jaielson Ha
- Marc Alan Hagan
- S Silke Verbruggen Harmon
- Shelley Anne Hoffman
- Stephanie Kathleen Kierberich
- Derek Warren Hess
- Emond Trevor Holmes
- James John Honeycutt III
- Cameron Victor Jackson
- Smith Ann Jimenez
- Tony David Johns
- John Michael Joyce
- Matthew Ryan Kast
- Angela Noa Kungara
- Nico Robert Kennedy
- Adam Richard Kim
- Tyler Hadland Knudson
- Joashua Richard Kohlynski

ASHLEY LYNN KROWCZYK-BOWERS
- Samantha Erin Keery
- Erika Lynn Ladage
- Joshua Michael Langley
- Benjamin Lee Larson
- Brian Christopher Lloyd
- H Jessica Lee Luce
- Ben Curtis Menen
- Michael Onofrio Manzo
- Bethany Marie Marchesi
- Michael Steven Marshall
- Clyde Martin III
- Tyrese Mattison
- Lauren Elizabeth Massouf
- Britney Nicole May
- Steven Joseph Mayurek
- H Kevin John Mclean
- Lindsay Alyn Micallis
- Scott Laiman Miller
- Jack Russell Mott
- William Smythe Nehikian
- Valentine Negovan
- Randall Michael Nichols
- Micah Anthony Novak
- Dave Nicole Orshak
- David Thomas O'Oonnell
- Andrew Ochoa
- Alexander K. Oston
- Lori Padilla
- Kevin Tae Park
- Megan Marie Parvisonis
- Ryan Everett Perdita
- Samantha Marie Podziarski
- Mackenzie Elizabeth Potter
- Yvonne Carolina Ramos
- Jeremy David Rediske
- Daniel Dean Rembert
- Christopher Stephen Rennie
- Grant Thomas Robb
- Ryan Andrew Roberts
- Steven Joseph Robbins
- Shellie Anne Sanborn
- Rawlin Sumo Sessums
- Kenneth A. Schmidt
- Matthew John Sedanoquil
- Craig Lee Simmon
- Ethan Lee Wilber Slabosky
- Gregory Lee Smith
- Spencer C. Smith
- S Ethan Owen Sobczak
- Tyler Paul Soldo
- Theresa Ann Spaines
- James Louis Starkey
- Kari Le Stephens
- Brianna Danielle Stiller
- ** Nathan Francis Sudura
- John Evan Sparrow Techer
- Nicholas John Thomas

JOSHDUB STABIN
- Evan Samuel Toyan
- Natalie Anne Tubbs
- Joseph David Unger
- Pedra Michael Valdez
- Robert Ryan Vanwrek
- Brittany Rech Wink
- Mechi Villagomes
- Benjamin Edward Von Korien
- Matthew Aaron Woscl
- Shaun Louis Wright
- Phoebe Renee White
- Lorna Vincent Wissel
- Samantha Elwises
- Abigail Marie Wong
- Evan Thomas Zapolski

ECONOMICS
- Ghanem Ibrahim Al-Daher
- Ahmed Al Hanouri
- Aseyy El Mennawi
- Mohamed Nasser Alwahib
- Burak Alamer
- Michael Cutter Baldwin
- Grant Allen Belier
- Justin Robert Barnett
- Justin Michael Bayls
- Walter Thomas Broxen
- Nicole Lynn Black
- Kyle Brono
- Alexander Benjamin Brooks
- Ryan Thomas Caynep
- Rui Chai
- Po-Nien Chen
- Rachel Chen
- Xia Chen
- Yihan Chen
- Chuanwei Xuwei Chong
- Chinhuy Truong
- Michael Anthony Collins
- Jordan David Confort
- Christopher Ryan Coullard
- Brian Keith Chapman Jr.
- Nicholas Patrick Crouseovich
- Kevin Michael Doyle
- Alexandra Elizabeth Droze
- Darby Denley Dudley
- Paulo Andrea Fabali
- Devon Jacob Ferns
- Michael Andrew Fraser
- Garrett Robert Gaulder
- Ryan James Gimric
- Neenah Hens Granemond
- Victoria Kathleen Goff
- Matt Joseph Grossman
- Sachi Gu
- Nicholas Gastano-Guidos
College of Social Science

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Psychology

Daniel Lucas Chapman
Buchweinde Janen Childress
Artile Marii Campanelli
S
Bennice Cherilyn Clement
Tayson Lin Coleman
Ryan Anna Collings
Conrad Alexander Cornett
S
Jasmine Shiree Cox
S
Denise Michael Cudnohufsky
Sara Madeline Daniels
Alexander Haley Davids
Scott Michael Davis
* Jakeb Walter Dopp
Nicholas James Edliger
Chetry Catherine Eiser
Caral William Filling
Benjamim Patrick Foernt
Evan Christian Forster
S
Nicholas R. Fredericks
Joseph Dominic Fromm
Spencer Michael Stanfield
Frost
S
Nayeli Sarah Galerzo
Gregory Daniel Glosswaki
H
Amiry Gravendaher
Katherine Dawn Grieben
Christopher John Grypiewk
Rosewell Joseph Sails Guit
Jennifer Rose Harmon
Ashley Jo-Chun Hartong
H*
Nathaniel John Haynes
H
Kendall Rochelle Handler
S
James D. Hewson, Jr.
S
Jessica Rose Hoolier
J
Kyla Danielie Hornocks
Audrey Mary Jackson
Emery Edward Jacques
S
Lauren Natalie Jeromew
Kayla Lee Johnson
S
Stephanie Joanna Johnson
S
Neil Dhresh Joshi
Anne Lynne Kamm

* Jamie Lynn Kawras
Joshua Michael Keating
Caitlin Anne Kelly
Stephen Alexander Kim
Kateyn Jessie King
H*
Chetna Anne Marie Klein
Kristin Marie Korycinzki
Kaffie Ann Lavalle
S
Alexandra Jo-lee Lee
S
Keiti Lee
S
Joanne Germaine Lehtola
Paige Elizabeth Lewandowski
Johnny Lewis
Martina Gabrielle Magil
S
Leah Marie Marioci
S
Bridget Lynn Marchese
James Patrick Martin
Ben R. Maye IV
H*
Catherine Anne McCaffrey
Samantha Joan McKenna
Deanna Rose McPhil
April Lauren Meddyka
Albana Metal
Ashley Lauren Micalef
S
Michelle Lynn Michalaki
S
Deepein Jai Misty
Constance Denise Montele
Griffis Jay Moon
Jonathan William Murphy
Vincent Mirth Nguyen
Johnathon D. Nyberg
H*
Kelly Elizabeth O'Masta
S
Anthony Michael O'Boyle
H
Jeffrey David Ostrick
S
Yoori Om
S
Dean Michael Overmyer
Alexander William Paify
Leah Stacy Panosoglou
H*
Shebly Lynn Parks
H*
Claudia Henningia
Penielique

H** Danielle Jo Peterson
S
Asia Simone Philpot
H
Cedar Ann Piepzyk
Alexandra Rae Pierce
S
Colleen Marie Poli
H*
Prashant Rairaj
S
Megan Louise Reed
S
Lisa J. Reppenhagen
S
Sophia Joanne Reynolds
Leila Nichole Rochfort
S
Jenna Christine Rossetti
S
Tita Runyan
H
Sophie Ravenna Rutkowski
S
Nicholas Taylor Sassone
Benjamin Leonard Saul
Amada Alyce Savage
Eric Michael Schmitra
S
Emma Elizabeth Schlegier
Adam Louis Schulman
S
Steven Lynwood Schumacher
John Lynn Schwartz Jr.
Kelli Anna Shaffer
Ian Thomas Shaw
S
Amy Shen
Madflly Yvetta Sharbrook
Timothy James Shook
Tate Thomas Paul Skiba
H
Kristen Leigh Sump
Benjamin Scott Symanow
Andrew Richard Szymbani
S
Lauren Ashley Szymbani
S
Shemeka Nicole Taylor
H
Jennifer Rachel Thcht
S
Sarah Lynn Thayer
S
Anita Ann Morisse
Thompson
H*
Michael David Tuin
Andrew Arthur Tuyn
S
Samantha Anne Van Brunt
Olivia Rose Van Eilander
* Denica Anne Verdeber

H*
Colleen Anne Victor
Keelinda Vagyng
Amanda Jane Watson
S
Kyle Frances Werschler
Brandon Travis Wiggins
H** Trevor Ford Williams
Jeffrey Earl Wisenbaugh II
Samanta Jean Wright
Raymond Yu

Sociology

Conrad Alexander Cornett
Clausus Anne Greery
Mary-Margaret Elizabeth Ludly
Joseph Michael Stephenson
S
Kristan Gregory Thomas
Farley

Urban and Regional Planning

Catalina Delores Alfiero
Nash Bower Clark
S
Courtney Ruth Dunklin
Clayton Thomas Haggen
Elizabeth Jean Hert
Jamin Marie Haynes
Matthew Joseph Lafferty
Michelle Patricia LeBlanc
S
Michele Mary Loppik
Stanyan Li
Graham Gerard Malott
S
Jacob Darrell Maurer
Ryan Bradley Meeser
S
Kaisha Tamiesa Owens
S
Connor Peair Reynolds
S
Samuel Donald Schutz
Jonathan Laurn Sharp
Deja Lynley Torrence
Virginia Marjory VanderVeen
Emillo Roosevelt Votaire
Jo Zhong

Baccalaureate Degrees

College of Veterinary Medicine

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Veterinary Technology

Aisby Marie Dodge
Lauren Elizabeth Dylio
Lauree Ann Green
S
Amanda Mary Krat

H Amanda Cecile Greer
H Stephani Anne Imbrocky
Mary Michel Isaac
H Amanda Mary Krat

H Keleby Joyous Meyer
Kaiya Nicole Meagher
Kayla Nicole Prenley
Jessica Elizabeth Stark
Courtney Lynn Struck
S
Laurie Beth Thomas
S
Laura Marie Tupancy
S
Angela Marie Wescott

Christopher M. Brown, Dean

College of Veterinary Medicine

Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

H Honors College
S Summer Session

H Honors with College
S Summer Session with Honor

* With Honor
** With High Honor
Baccalaureate Degrees
Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS

AEROSPACE STUDIES

Developmental Engineer
- Corey Joseph Fox
- Jordan Alexander Streby

Intelligence
- Naval B. Dennis
- Julia Eugenia Knaeg

MILITARY SCIENCE

Adjutant General Corps
- Ruhaenda Janene Childress
- Seth Thomas Clitner
- Bridget Grinyerachi Croff
- Abigail Johanna Ostwell
- Abigail RayGene Powell

Armor
- Simon Andrew Baginski
- Miles Stuart Cheeser
- Joshua Richard Noileys

Artillery
- Kevin James Foerschler
- Craig Lee Simmon

Corps of Engineers
- Robert James Patten
- Shane Patrick Rees

Field Artillery
- William Clark Herrie
- Nathaniel Joseph Stine
- Benjamin Scott Sweeney

Finance
- Joshua Benjemim Misso
- Wolfgang Kristoph Pielemann

Infantry
- Nicholas Andrew Michael Richards

Pilot
- Ryan Lee Bachelor
- Zachary Daniel Droeger
- Lauren Kay McCauley

Missile Operations
- Andrew John Beckner
- James John Honeycutt II
- James Lawrence Hurter III

Logistical Readiness
- Mark Frederick Clayton
- Verbruggen

Military Intelligence
- Joshua Thomas Coody
- Wilson

Military Police Corps
- Jeffrey Thomas Duttlinger

Nurse Corps
- Teressa Anne Kuyers

Ordnance Corps
- Harrison William Gardner
- Alexander K. Olsen

Quartermaster Corps
- Joy Dolores Funk

Signal Corps
- Joshua Lawrence Foley
- Susan Elizabeth Pioli

Transportation Corps
- Melissa Gayle Branderhorst
- Rawlin Sumio Sasamura

Unassigned
- Paul William Schenk

These students have completed their Reserve Officers Training Corps education at Michigan State University and have received their commissions as reserve officers of the United States Air Force or the United States Army.

S Summer Session • Distinguished Military Student • Distinguished Military Graduate

GRADUATE DEGREES AND GRADUATE PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

- Notable discoveries include homogenization of milk and the anticancer drug cisplatin
- U.S. News & World Report ranks MSU first in the nation for graduate programs in nuclear physics, and industrial and organizational psychology
- MSU was selected by the U.S. Department of Energy to design and establish the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, a $600 million facility that will advance understanding of rare nuclear isotopes and the evolution of the cosmos and provide research opportunities for scientists and students from around the globe

U.S. News & World Report ranks MSU first in the nation for graduate programs in nuclear physics, and industrial and organizational psychology. MSU was selected by the U.S. Department of Energy to design and establish the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, a $600 million facility that will advance understanding of rare nuclear isotopes and the evolution of the cosmos and provide research opportunities for scientists and students from around the globe.

M.S. in Nuclear Physics
- Notable discoveries include homogenization of milk and the anticancer drug cisplatin
- U.S. News & World Report ranks MSU first in the nation for graduate programs in nuclear physics, and industrial and organizational psychology
- MSU was selected by the U.S. Department of Energy to design and establish the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, a $600 million facility that will advance understanding of rare nuclear isotopes and the evolution of the cosmos and provide research opportunities for scientists and students from around the globe.
ADVANCED DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Presiding
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President
Michigan State University

Processional
The MSU Wind Symphony
Kevin L. Sedatole, Conductor

The Star Spangled Banner (Lyrics, page 9)
Composed by Francis Scott Key
Led by Derrick Fox, Doctoral Degree Candidate, College of Music
The MSU Wind Symphony and Audience

Moment of Silence

Presentation of Honorary Degree Candidates
Stephan D. H. Hsu, Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies

Address
Richard Ford
English, B.A. 1966, Michigan State University
PEH/Pauline Award and Pulitzer Prize for Fiction for the novel Independence Day
and author of the newly-acclaimed novel Canada
Melton Professor of the Humanities
Columbia University
New York, New York

Special Music
Esprit de Corps
Composed by Robert Jager
The MSU Wind Symphony, Kevin L. Sedatole, Conductor

Introduction and Remarks
The Honorable Joel L. Ferguson, Chairman, The MSU Board of Trustees

Confering of Degrees
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Alma Mater (Lyrics, page 9)
The MSU Wind Symphony, Mr. Fox, and Audience

Recessional
The MSU Symphony Band
Kevin L. Sedatole, Conductor

Karen L. Klopman, Associate Provost
for Graduate Education and Dean of
The Graduate School

DOCTORAL DEGREES

DOCTORAL DEGREES
Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS

MUSIC CONDUCTING

Major Professor
D. Rayl

Music Performance

Y. Gandelman
D. Berlinsky
D. Moriarty
D. Moriarty
I. Wang
W. Budrow

Music Performance (cont.)

Shantanu Mohan Kelkar

DOCTORAL DEGREES

African American and African Studies

Robert Wesley Myers

Major Professor
J. McClendon & D. Dogbovi

American Studies

Ahimsa Timoo Bodhnath
Natalie Jovini Graham
Aaron Wayne McCullough
Kelly Rae Myers
Morgan Randall Shipkey
Jack Alvin Taylor

Animal Science

Bradley John Airex
Yvonne Martina Bedke
Jielu Liu
Cara Irene Robinson
Sarah Elizabeth Stocks

Animal Science and Quantitative Biology
Wenhao Yang

Animal Performance

V. Tepelmann

Anthropology

Catharine Elizabeth Bird
Jon William Carroll
Jared Boyd Cornelison
RoseAnna E. DeWitt-Vicklund
Lisa Antinnette Flagg
Anna Virginia Jefferson
Karin J. Rebruegger
Ryan Maureen Tubbs
J. O’Gorman

Applied Mathematics

Longhui Hu
G. Wei

Applied Mathematics and Physics

J. Lai
G. Bao

Arts

Christie L. Johnston
A. Christlieb

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

David Otto OAchta
Steven Paul Proper
H. Yan

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology/Environmental Toxicology

Aaron Scott Howler
Carolyn Cynthia Penuta
B. O’Shea
Chris T. Richardson
J. Baldwin

Biosystems Engineering

Shannon Katie McGrew
W. Atchison

Biosystems Engineering and Chemical Engineering

Shantanu Mohan Kelkar
C. Saffron
Fred L. Poston, Dean

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Environmental Design
Emaskey Kate Baxter
Janelle Elizabeth Bouchard

Robert Emmet Dalton
Harper Pei Feng
Rory Quintin Hyde

Wen-Chu Lin
Lizhuang Wang

Interior Design and Facilities Management
Linda Jean Luoma

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Agricultural, Food and Resource Economics
Ongiatsuyo U C Banda
Charapan Chantorn
Li Cheng
Erin Hae Collier
Jacob Coulomby
Jong-Woo Kim
Brenda Nicole Lazaras
Jennifer Lin Mayer
Tara Suzanne Oeschger
Andya N. Pakpahan
Kathleen Ann Sarouse
Adva Sudhir
Eleanor Catherine Turner

Ashley Sue Couch
Patricia Ann McKay
Crystal Lynn Miller
Angela Bawiya Meekakomna
Michael Ann Nye
Leanna Weiss Pop
Emily Margaret Reiersgaard
Hakan Rolf Schutz
John Elmar Spielberg
Holyo Rice Tamunevich
Shakara Charlotte Tyler
Alissya Shay Walters
Lindsay Elizabeth Way
Rebecca Renee Wittman

Construction Management
Mohd. Rajendra Bora
Pratik Vinod Salunkhe
Vende Sun
Sven Matthew Thomas
Robert Tucker Wilkinson

Natalie Ana Aziz
Rose TransKI
Kumar Prabhakar Thame

Crop and Soil Sciences
Xingxue Cao
Daniel Aloysius Kane
Xiaojing Zhu

Entomology
Alexandra Bryant
Nagar Marimuthu
Nolan Michael Rivest

Jie Wang
Yuan Zhong

Horticulture
Benjamin Allen Byl
Rebekah Marie Struck Favor
Benjamin Isaiah Gluck
Allison Nicole Jones
Xueyi Wang
Ziadi Maria Wolfsmo

Fisheries and Wildlife
Tiffanie Ann Cross

Linda Jean Luoma

Jennifer Lin Meyer
Jong-Woo Kim
Jasmin Lea Kompare
Tara Suzanne Oeschger
Ajka Eleanor
Michael Joseph Zanotti
Maria Melissa Rojas Downing
Nicole Marie Nelson
Melissa Frances Elischer
Lisa Anne Kaulfersch
Charapon Chantorn
Stephanie N ichole
Salah Michael Joseph Zanotti
Ashley Gene Thode
Kathleen Ann Sarouse
Andya N. Pakpahan
Kathleen Ann Sarouse

Agricultural, Food and Resource Economics
Sahep Hamed Al-Sherif
Melissa Frances Elischer
Lisa Anne Kaulfersch
Jasmin Les Kompere
Jeremy Noel Moore
Nicole Marie Nelson
Jorge Eduardo Rico Navarrete
Stefanie Nicole
Smith-Edward

Ashley Sue Couch
Patricia Ann McKay
Crystal Lynn Miller
Angela Bawiya Meekakomna
Michael Ann Nye
Leanna Weiss Pop
Emily Margaret Reiersgaard
Hakan Rolf Schutz
John Elmar Spielberg
Holyo Rice Tamunevich
Shakara Charlotte Tyler
Alissya Shay Walters
Lindsay Elizabeth Way
Rebecca Renee Wittman

Construction Management
Mohd. Rajendra Bora
Pratik Vinod Salunkhe
Vende Sun
Sven Matthew Thomas
Robert Tucker Wilkinson

Natalie Ana Aziz
Rose TransKI
Kumar Prabhakar Thame

Crop and Soil Sciences
Xingxue Cao
Daniel Aloysius Kane
Xiaojing Zhu

Entomology
Alexandra Bryant
Nagar Marimuthu
Nolan Michael Rivest

Jie Wang
Yuan Zhong

Horticulture
Benjamin Allen Byl
Rebekah Marie Struck Favor
Benjamin Isaiah Gluck
Allison Nicole Jones
Xueyi Wang
Ziadi Maria Wolfsmo

Fisheries and Wildlife
Tiffanie Ann Cross

Linda Jean Luoma
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of Master of Arts in Literacy and Care</th>
<th>Degree of Master of Fine Arts in Theater</th>
<th>Degree of Master of Business Administration</th>
<th>Degree of Master of Business Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Master's Degrees**

**Candidates – Spring and Summer, 2013**

### Karin A. Wurst, Dean

**College of Arts and Letters**

- **African American and African Studies**
  - Michael T. Terriff
  - Simon West

- **Applied Spanish Linguistics**
  - Suzanne Arlene Johnston
  - Amy R. Lee
  - Francisco Elias Morales
  - Jessica M. Riley

- **Critical Studies in Literacy and Pedagogy**
  - Maria Therese Novotny
  - Marthea Novotny

- **German Studies**
  - Scott Robert Casey

- **Literature in English**
  - Yulan Fu

- **Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages**
  - Dana Marie Balian
  - Giska Maria Custanini

- **French**
  - Barton John Postmus

- **Spanish Linguistics**
  - Suzanne Arlene Johnston
  - Jessica M. Riley
  - Annie Sek Yi Lau
  - Francisco Elias Morales
  - Maria Therese Novotny

**Master's Degrees**

**Candidates – Spring and Summer, 2013**

### Stefanie A. Lenway, Dean

**The Eli Broad Graduate School of Management**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of Master of Business Administration</th>
<th>Degree of Master of Business Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Suzanne Arlene Johnston**

- Joel Daniel Blume
- Jillian R. Daugherty
- Andrew T. Janney
- Arnaldo Atilio De Marzi
- Brian Jespersen
- Galindo Beninjerry
- Johnmary Jay
- Andrew De Veny
- Upinderjit Singh
- Mary Frances
- Byron T.
- Curlew Cintron
- Casey Chrzanowski
- Casey Chenpeng
- Kristin O. Downes
- John Joseph Kidder
- Aditya Kulkarni
- Arik Victor
- Shane David Onweller
- Richard D.
- Mohamed Minhyup
- Aria J. Orbach
- Emily Kadiyala
- John Robert Taylor
- Tommie Yousuf Rashid Taufiq
- Amanda Lynn Totten
- Ryan Arnold Van Tiem
- Todd M.
- Badri Narayanan
- Amber G. Nelson
- Shiladitya Mukherjee
- Jared Anthony Fedele
- Joseph Aaron Beaudry
- Nikhil Fotedar
- Christopher Calip
- Casey Meyers
- Philip J. Spalding
- Robin C. Tounsel
- Jennifer A. Touslee
- Sean J.
- Meenakshi Dutt
- Steven J.
- Adam A. Hamade
- Sanjali B. Hanuse
- Alexis Harvard
- Erik Rubin Hawthorne
- Geoffrey John Janicki
- Andrew T. Janney
- Brian Jespersen
- Benjerry Johnmary
- Prosd J-modal
- Karthik Kesiavakkota
- Shlosheli Kairi
- David L. Kames
- Bryan Richard Kata
- James Joseph Kelly
- Ansha Kharshid
- Christoph Michael Kirven
- Alena Yurevna Kostyk
- Elizabeth K. Kneer
- John Joseph Koldner Kristian
- Maria Anne Kropl
- James John Krueger
- Aditya Kulkarni
- Arvin Kumar
- Lisa M. Lamb
- Aliya Morgan Luckow
- Laura E. MacLeod
- David Joseph Mathis
- Joan Jose Marcano
- Ziko M. Mathew
- Robin L. McCain
- Robert J. McNeely
- Mark Harrison McKeon
- Michael Kent McLeod
- Kelley Michèle Meyers
- Bryant Frank Miller
- Kody Kase Miller
- Sean K. Milligan
- Brandon Daniel Montos
- Adrian Montes Martín del Campo
- Patrick Lowell Moore
- William P. Metts ii
- John C. Mozerski
- Cheam Pong
- Nathaniel E. Mueller
- Shiladitya Mahabir
- Daniel Munez
- Steven Hurty
- Raghunath NandaKuditi
- Bedir Naranayan
- Michael J. Nardi
- Brett Thomas Neller
- Michael Kirwin
- Alfred H. O'keeffe
- Charles O. O'Brien
- David Robert Nicosia
- Joshua Donald Nkzimah
- Andrew Christopher Noel
- Carolynn Anne O'Leary
- Minhyup Oh
- Shane David Onweller
- Alik Victor Orbach
- Olugbaju O. Oyeleye
- Richard D. Pack
- Samir Panikar
- Michal Patel
- Mohamed Irfan Poon
- Kalanga Rungu Pambamoto
- Ka C. Poon
- Angela Marie Pope
- Ved Prakash
- Dinesh Prasad
- Mark Richard Tietz
- Cheryl A. Thompson
- Stephanie Calp Todd
- Arica J. Tortorella
- Amanda Lynn Totten
- Tommie L. Tournel
- Jennifer L. Tisz
- Ailx Troitsky
- Christopher A. Tuckfield
- Stuart L. Ully
- Bryan Arnold Van Tiem
- Derek Robert Vandevelde
- Jeffrey John VanWassenhove
The Ell Broad Graduate School of Management

The Ell Broad Graduate School of Management

DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (CONT.)

Ninajian Verkatzamani
Michael J. Verplank Jr.
Chen Wang
Shannon M. Webb
Troy Ronald Williams
Gregory Scott Wildoff

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Accounting

Julie Anne Karkoff
Aaron Michael Haberer
Kenneth Mark Hermann
Nozomi Hida
Gary Joseph Hildebrand Jr.
Mark Joseph Hildeman
Megan Colbytines
Andrew Ian Pollock
Ryan Joseph Price
Jessica Lauren Reading
Jeremy Franklin Redman
John Christopher Ricketts
Samantha Whitney Rock
Bradyn Nelson Savage
Joel Leland Schermer
Trevor Timothy Sauder
Courtney Elizabeth Shemka
Ryan Michael Skynar

Business Research

Brian Matthew Palmer
Jewelle Latine Salem Prasce
Mark Michael Proper
Robert George Perry
Kensington Michael Petrova
Megan Colbghtines
Andrew Ian Pollock
Ryan Joseph Price
Jessica Lauren Reading
Jeremy Franklin Redman
John Christopher Ricketts
Samantha Whitney Rock
Bradyn Nelson Savage
Joel Leland Schermer
Trevor Timothy Sauder
Courtney Elizabeth Shemka
Ryan Michael Skynar

Foodservice Business Management

Catherine Elieen Daniels
Eugene Han

Hospitality Business Management

Daniel David Kirkpatrick
Fengli Li
Jing Lu
Jingfeng Luo
Catherine Welby
Xue Li
Changhua Zhao
Chunxiu Xue

Supply Chain Management

Johann Anthony Augusto
Eliantze Peter Dieckhaus
Nirmal Dass
Shriyan Dass

Advertising

Netzh-Chiang
Yuan-Chun Hsu
Yaping Huang
Mingjiang Lu
Xianfang Lu

Communicative Sciences and Disorders

Sarah Catherine Alvaron
Sarah Elizabeth Ball
Kevin Anna Beshears
Amy Lynn Bourbeau
Julie F. Farnan
Keity Ann Flahoe
Sean Nicole Jewett
Jennifer Ross Jakobs
Elton Ann Karasen
Shelby J. Koehler
Samantha Anne Hansen

Health and Risk Communication

Eric Albert Anderson
Jeffrey Randal Beddow
Donald St. John Crabtree
Peggy Ann Crum
Sharon Lynn Crowe

Telecommunications, Information Studies and Media

Christopher Marcus Bachelor
Carrie Ann Cole
Robert N. Dierickx
Jordan Andrew Hahn
Brian Michael Novak
Vanda In Park
Christopher Allen Portfolio
Cullen James Redd
Ruth Jay Shiller
Michael Charles Weber
Zheng Yang

Public Relations

Bethany Marie Banks
David Dawson Brooks
Chen Cheng
Victoria Elizabeth Merritt
Jessica Erin Oatley
Samantha Marie Ruiz

Sara M. Sabatow
Nicole Renee Wickham
Qi Wu
Xiaoweng Wu
Si Sian
Yuan Zhang

The Ell Broad Graduate School of Management

Pamela S. Whitten, Dean

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION ARTS AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Advertising

Jecyra Eliza Siahl
Elizabeth Lynn Shawaryn
Lash Colleen Sharlan
Elizabeth Rose Slavin
Rachel Marie Van Zweeden
Stacy Lynn Vondra

Health and Risk Communication

Eric Albert Anderson
Jeffrey Randal Beddow
Donald St. John Crabtree
Peggy Ann Crum
Sharon Lynn Crowe

Telecommunications, Information Studies and Media

Christopher Marcus Bachelor
Carrie Ann Cole
Robert N. Dierickx
Jordan Andrew Hahn
Brian Michael Novak
Vanda In Park
Christopher Allen Portfolio
Cullen James Redd
Ruth Jay Shiller
Michael Charles Weber
Zheng Yang

Public Relations

Bethany Marie Banks
David Dawson Brooks
Chen Cheng
Victoria Elizabeth Merritt
Jessica Erin Oatley
Samantha Marie Ruiz

Sara M. Sabatow
Nicole Renee Wickham
Qi Wu
Xiaoweng Wu
Si Sian
Yuan Zhang
Master's Degrees
Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

Leo C. Kempel, Acting Dean

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Chemical Engineering
Gregory Michael Jackett
Anthony George Seward
Kyle Earl Thompson

Civil Engineering
Todd Christopher Huyne
Anas Ahmad Jamshid
Tryambak Kausik
Han Qi
James Joseph Stein
Benjamin M. Tschogly

Computer Science
Brandon L. Duke
Thomas Robert Heffy
Yiwen Ji
Madhumita Lathe Sivaraman
Maximilian Zane Lusson
Marshall Newrock

Electrical Engineering
Ahmad Zeki Alimian
Kenji Aono
Michael Peter Bekkala
Michael Eric Blair
Peter Jacob Conrardy
Brian Park Chun
Gautham Dharaman

Chemical Engineering
Debanjan Mukherjee
Eric Alexander Orlo
Sundeeq Karthikeyan
Anilani Qaiser
Ashan Sandhu
Eric Scott Taskinen
Bin Yang
Xiongbo Yang
Ahmed Zuhair Zahid
Stephen Andrew Zakic

Engineering Mechanics
Trevor Steven Deland

Environmental Engineering
Maggie Ruth Koonin
Yang Liu
Xiangmeng Ma
Brandon Michael Onan
Fernanda Araujo Pees

Hongyan Wang
Jing Wu
Hao Xu
Shu Zhu

Materials Science and Engineering
S Alexander Jeffrey Baumann
Mohammad Sayyar Bidgoli
S Christopher James Traverse

Mechanical Engineering
Christopher Matthew Clarke
Abhishek Jha
S Matthew Paul Lemke
Andrei Leonovich Medvedkov
Pavel M. Polin
Thomas John Qualmain II
Ayse Sapmi
David James Schock
Kyle John Szybiak

Environmental Engineering

Electrical Engineering
S

Engineering Mechanics

Environmental Engineering

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Bioethics, Humanities, and Society
Sarah Ann Horzec

DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Marsha D. Rappley, Dean

COLLEGE OF HUMAN MEDICINE

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biophysics, Biostatistics, and Health Sciences
Sarah Ann Horzec

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biomedical Engineering
Michael Eugene Wendorf
David Ren Westphal
Melissa Ann Wilkens
Kimberly Ann Yates

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biostatistics and Bioinformatics
S Danielle Oussama
S Danielle Parise
S Danielle Zell

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Bioethics, Humanities, and Society
Sarah Ann Horzec

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Epidemiology
Rebecca Anne Malouin
Nedele Nanthini Rajaram

DEGREE OF MASTER OF HEALTH

Biomedical Engineering
Michael Eugene Wendorf
David Ren Westphal
Melissa Ann Wilkens
Kimberly Ann Yates

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biophysics, Biostatistics, and Health Sciences
Sarah Ann Horzec

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biomedical Engineering
Michael Eugene Wendorf
David Ren Westphal
Melissa Ann Wilkens
Kimberly Ann Yates

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Biostatistics and Bioinformatics
S Danielle Oussama
S Danielle Parise
S Danielle Zell

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Bioethics, Humanities, and Society
Sarah Ann Horzec

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Epidemiology
Rebecca Anne Malouin
Nedele Nanthini Rajaram

DEGREE OF MASTER OF HEALTH
Master's Degrees
Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

James B. Forger, Dean

COLLEGE OF MUSIC

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Musicology
Vanessa M. Tonelli

DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC

Collaborative Piano
Rachel Joy Baljeu
Tzu-Yi Chang
Shu-Han Lu

Jazz Studies
Paul Henry Bratcher II
Anthony Joseph Stanco

Music Composition
Brittany Marie Chase
Michael Werner Goodman
Timothy Stephen Patterson

Music Conducting
Watson Aronshie
Melissa Arnold

Master’s Degrees
Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

R. James Kirkpatrick, Dean

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCE

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS FOR TEACHERS

General Science
Jennifer Lynn Eberly

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Applied Mathematics
Hayriye Gucler

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Gregory Alon Farnum

Biomedical Laboratory Operations
Richard Down Byrd

Chemistry
S. Fangyi Shen

Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Debra Kay-Kelly Abrams
Amanda Marie Wright

Environmental Geosciences
Emily Catherine Luscz
Amanda Marie Robinson

Geological Sciences
S. Yuteng Ma

Microbiology and Molecular Genetics
S. Mark Ryan Kauth

Physics
S. Matthias Muenks

Physiology
James Peter Barger
Christopher David Giles
S. Sarah Ann Keaton
Natalie Maria Pizzimenti

Plant Biology
Matthew Scott Bennett
Wenyan Du
Phillip Stuart Kurzega
Andrina Joan Maguire
David Michael Minor

Statistics
Ran Cao
Ziyi Chen
Ningsuan Gao
Wen Gao
Shijie Gu

Zoology
David Anthony Orban

S Summer Session
Master's Degrees
Candidates - Spring, 2013

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Julia Christine Anderson
Debra Sue Batterbee
Beverly Ann Bemoussa
Kathryn Celeste Bennett
Dennis Lynn Berry
Stacey Marie Borencutter
Rebecca Lynne Bond
Kelly Ann Boudrow
Tracy Lynn Bradford
Amy Marie Brebaker
Ashley Marie Burke
Bridget Henley-Ford Burns
Julie Christine Calderon
Holle Donie Caldwell
Elizabeth Lynne Cross
Amber Marie Czernik
Kalie Renee Dardas
Brian Lee Darling
Trisha Jane DesClamps
Holly Nicole Dishnow
Ashley Elizabeth Foster
Gwen Erin Gehlhart
Heather Laura Gelbre
Sarah Elizabeth Hassen
Rhonda R. Howard
Mary Elizabeth Jacobs
Robyn Lynn Jensen
Stephanie Marie Kramer
Laura Renee Mandrick
Lisa Anne Marcini
Jennifer Ann Marsh
Claire Elizabeth McDowell
Jeffrey M. Miller
Ann Marie Niemitz
Michael Anthony Oikense
Jessica E. Powlko
Anne Marie Prouty
Shane R. Reganold
Chelsea Diane Richardson
Ghita Alexa Saab
Maejiin Shin
Stephanie Judith Stewart
Kristi Renee Studzinski
Katie Jo Stortsmatter
Chanell Lee Tidt
Sara Kay VanderZwaag
Karen Lynn Volis
Adrienne Marie Weber
Tara Marie Welst
Jennifer Leighkentenette
Whitaker
Denise Marie Wooten

Master's Degrees
Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Julia Christine Anderson
Debra Sue Batterbee
Beverly Ann Bemoussa
Kathryn Celeste Bennett
Dennis Lynn Berry
Stacey Marie Borencutter
Rebecca Lynne Bond
Kelly Ann Boudrow
Tracy Lynn Bradford
Amy Marie Brebaker
Ashley Marie Burke
Bridget Henley-Ford Burns
Julie Christine Calderon
Holle Donie Caldwell
Elizabeth Lynne Cross
Amber Marie Czernik
Kalie Renee Dardas
Brian Lee Darling
Trisha Jane DesClamps
Holly Nicole Dishnow
Ashley Elizabeth Foster
Gwen Erin Gehlhart
Heather Laura Gelbre
Sarah Elizabeth Hassen
Rhonda R. Howard
Mary Elizabeth Jacobs
Robyn Lynn Jensen
Stephanie Marie Kramer
Laura Renee Mandrick
Lisa Anne Marcini
Jennifer Ann Marsh
Claire Elizabeth McDowell
Jeffrey M. Miller
Ann Marie Niemitz
Michael Anthony Oikense
Jessica E. Powlko
Anne Marie Prouty
Shane R. Reganold
Chelsea Diane Richardson
Ghita Alexa Saab
Maejiin Shin
Stephanie Judith Stewart
Kristi Renee Studzinski
Katie Jo Stortsmatter
Chanell Lee Tidt
Sara Kay VanderZwaag
Karen Lynn Volis
Adrienne Marie Weber
Tara Marie Welst
Jennifer Leighkentenette
Whitaker
Denise Marie Wooten

William D. Strampel, Dean
COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

Master's Degrees
Candidates - Spring and Summer, 2013

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Integrative Pharmacology
Janine Antoniaz Holmes
Kathryn Renee Mangopoulos
Ian Douglas VanOeveren

Pharmacology and Toxicology
Jeffrey Michael Beauregard
Terrence Jason Coleman
Rebecca Caroline Craven
Derrick Allan Dimon
Michael Scott Ensor
Serra Simone Fowlkes

Microbiology
James Kristoffer Taulbee

Lauren Nicole Fox
Katherine Mary Haverty
Kaz Lasho Jones-Farmer
Jesi Samantha Kim
Roquel Ramos
Jessica Lynn Reverselkold
Shazadie Marium Sumba

Rachel Lynne Topp
Presidee Verde
Scott William Ward
Sarah Marie Wills
Medical Degrees
Candidates + Spring and Summer, 2013

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

Brooke Tonias Johnson
Sophia Megan Johnson
Timothy Michael Jordan
Mary Johanna Joy
Misliment Schlitcht Kater
Katy Deffong Karpinski
David Alan Kue
Susan Kathryn Deckey Keslo
Christina Kasab
Dina Kasab
Ainan Aaron Knaub
Randy Austin Keating
Allison Laid Keal
Michael John Keahi
Sislapan Marshall Kohus
Jeanette Suzanne Colver
Kelly
Peter John Kelber
Jessica Ann Kerrned
Senemata Fugate Kennedy
Nattelle Frances Kent
Etin Marie Kormen
Arpa Khatlev
Nasthwa Khogali
Barrett Alexander Kihnem
Camron Maxwell Kithorn
John David Kimer
Julianne Louis Kjihede
Andrew Steven Kechich
Rachel Marie Kich
Michael Edward Kogut
Lauren Rachel Kriger
Adam Howard Kuhlmn
Terese Ann Kuila
Richard M. Kuhlmn
Matthew Snyder Laffer
Ryan Michael Lempley
Sandra Corrine Larson
Ben Dong Lee
David Jonnyoung Lee
David John Lee
Kerry Matlevson
Steven Bruce Leftwolz
Terrance Lee Leighton III
Michelle Marie Leffew
Michael Kenneth Llevelle
Andrew J. Lawrence
Mary Jia Ling Lim
Luka A. Linz
Chprung-Joyce Liu
Amenda Leigh Long
Bolyn Michelle Lorezino
Hee Anh Luong
All Luh
Alic Frederick Macdonald
Sonni Molahan
Devote Thomas Manours

Ramy Manours
Kyle Dakota Martin
Nicola Bia Martinez
Kellin Esther Matz
Nicole Lynn McCwaw
Kylie Robert McIntosh
Adam Paul McHoum
Mary Mossed Magaly
Craig Thomas Menteor
Ryan Deryl Melvin
Jessica Renee Mendenlion
Mehda Mentri
Adnan Kuhuh Menleva
Nicholjs Joseph Michois
Nabil Mohammed Mirza
Mousou Reeni Mohamed
Saan Michael Heton
Michael Thomas Monticciolo
John Joseph Morehouse
Larry Fontom Morgan
Michael Paul Mullins
Lydia Joy Nafui
Asad Moho Havemolave
Raghavendra Ravindra Nayak
Anthony Michael Nazione
Kevin Thai Nguyen
Tuyen D. Nguyen
Kahe Marie Neen
Justice Anem Norys
Amy Elizabeth O'Kah
Kimberly Lynn Oberius
Robin Elyse Ozdak
Danahe Haley Ohs
Benjamin Ross Park
Danielle Elizabeth Pasal
Patrick Abraham Pawowski
Andrea Fitzgerald Pueko
Rachel Lee Percy
Justin William Petersen
Thomas Poins Plottshaner
Hai Long Pham
Madison Ivan Pham
Kathy Lynn Pikard
Jennifer Marie Pondulek
Adam Lee Powell
Thomas Joseph Presihal
Sampere Port
Edanor Yu Gine
Riyaans Ysman Rahman
Corbin John Reid
Emily Andy Reynolds
Mohamed Tahed Berko
Katie Marie Rosen
Michael Robert Rosen
Amanda Claire Ruder
Zaid B. Safou
Karri Robert Saekeby

S Summer Session
Summer Session • Veterinary Medicine College

Candidates – Spring and Summer, 2013

Medical Degrees

- With Honor
- With High Honor
- Of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

LAW DEGREES

Board of Trustees

Lou Anna K. Simon, President of Michigan State University and Michigan State University College of Law

Clifton E. Holt, ’61, Chairperson
Linda M. Orms, ’97, Vice Chairperson
Raymond B. Beban, ’60
Honorable M. Scott Bowen
Frederick O. Dickey, ’76
Elaine Fieldman, ’76
Charles A. Jannen
Michael G. Jenkins, ’81
Charles E. Langton, ’87

Douglas Laycock
Honorable David W. McKeague
Colleen M. McNamara
Michael G. Morris
James M. Nicholson
Stacy L. Erwin Oakes, ’01
David L. Porter
G. Scott Romney

Trustees Emeriti

Honorable Marianne O. Battani, ’72
Joseph J. Buttinger III, ’75
Richard W. Haits, ’62
President Emeritus
Edwin W. Jolesway, ’61
Norman L. Lippitt, ’60
John D. O’Hara, ’54
Peter J. Palmer, ’68
Kenneth J. Robinson
John F. Schafer, ’69
David J. Sprowl, ’51 (Posthumous)
Honorable Richard F. Suhrheinrich, ’63
President Emeritus

Honors associated with a degree candidate’s name are based on the individual’s cumulative grade point average through Fall 2012 and do not reflect Spring 2013 semester grades.
"Until the moment degrees are conferred and diplomas presented, a university and its students are in a temporary relationship. Either can disclaim the other at any time before that final moment. But when commencement is concluded, Michigan State University places its stamp of approval upon you. You become part of this University ... forever."

John A. Hannah (1902-1991)
President, Michigan State University (1941-1969)